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NOTE
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FOREWORD
A scientific discussion on a pre-selected theme has become a feature of each of the annual sessions
of the Executive Committee of the World Meteorological Organization. The selected theme for the eighteenth
session (Geneva, 1966) was Special meteorological l'equil'enwnts for operation
supersonic aircraft and
further studies in this connexion.

at

The discussion was introduced by the presentation of two lectures. The first, entitled Special requirements of supersonic aircraft operations for meteorological information, was prepared and delivered by Mr. R.
F. Jones (United Kingdom); and the second, entitled Physical and synoptic meteorology in relation to the
special requirements of supersonic aircraft operations, was prepared jointly by Mr. R. M. McInturff (U.S:A.)·
and Dr. S. Teweles (U.S.A.) and delivered by the latter.
The present Technical Note is a co-ordinatecl text of these two papers as reviewed and integrated by
the three authors.
Much time and effort has been spent by Mr. Jones, Mr. McInturff and Dr. Teweles in the preparation
of this Note and on behalf of the Organization I should like to express my gratitude to them for their
excellent presentation of existing knowledge on a subject which is very complex and, at the same tinIe, of
particular importance at the present moment. I should also like to take this opportunity to express a
word of appreciation to Mr. W. R. Dwyer, President of the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology,
for his assistance in the arrangements for the publication of this Note.

•
(D. A. DAVIES)
Secretary-General
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SUMMARY
The design of commercial supersonic transport aircraft and the planned introduction of such aircraft
into operational use in the early 1970s call for the study of a number of new meteorological problems.
This Technical Note discusses these problems in relation to the main phases of the flight of supersonic
aircraft, i.e. the take-off and initial climb phase, the transonic phase, the cruise phase, and the deceleration
and landing phase.
Since the performance of a jet engine is affected to a great extent by the ambient temperature, it
is important to have available reliable observational data and forecasts of temperature for all phases
of the flight. Such information will be needed particularly for the transonic phase, i.e. for an area within
500-600 km of the SST terminal and for levels from 10 to 15 km. In certain cases it will be economical
to divert supersonic aircraft from the great circle route in order to avoid unfavourable temperature and
wind; the conditions under which track diversion can advantageously be effected are discussed.

A section of the Note is devoted to the problem of sonic boom. A detailed description of this phenomenon is given, and it is shown how its intensity observed at the ground is affected by various
meteorological parameters such as pressure gradient, wind shear, temperature lapse rate and turbulence.
An account of the turbulence problem is then presented. Turbulence associated with cumulo..
nimbus activity, mountain waves, turbulence associated with jet streams, may all affect supersonic
aircraft operations. The importance of the observation and forecasting of these phenomena is stressed
and further lines of research on atmospheric turbulence are suggested.
Among the hazards of supersonic flights to passengers and particularly crew are large doses of ozone
and of cosmic radiation associated with solar flares. An effective system of cosmic radiation warnings
may have to be established and filters employed to maintain the ozone concentration in the cabin at
an acceptably low level.
The damage that may be caused by the impact of hydrometeors and lithometeors on aircraft flying
at high subsonic or supersonic speeds is also treated in detail. The importance of both airborne and
ground-based weather radar in locating heavy precipitation areas and cumulonimbus tops is emphasized.

In the concluding remarks the principal deficiencies in present knowledge of the SST environment
are summarized as well as the observational problems which have to he solved if adequate meteorological
service to supersonic transport aircraft is to be provided.
A glossary and a list of references are appended.
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RESUME
La realisation d'aerone£s conlillcrciaux supersoniques et Ia mise en service regulier de ces appareils,
prevuespour Ie debut des annees 70, rendent ,indispensable l'etude d'un certain nombre de problemes
metcorologiques nouveaux. La presente Note technique passe en revue ces problemes en faliction des
principales phases du vol des aeronefs supersoniques : phase de decollage et de mantee initiale, phase
de vol transsonique, phase de croisiere et, enfin, phase de deceleration et d'atterrissage.
Etant donne que les performances d'an turboreacteur dependent dans une large IDCSUl'C de la temperature arnhiante, il importe de disposer de donnees d 1observation et de previsions sures concernant ]a
temperature au CaUl's de toutes les phases du vdkGes'renseignements seront particulieremcnt llecessaires
pour la phase de vol transsonique, c'est-a-dite au-dessus.d'une zone se trouvant a 500-600 km de l'aerodrome de destination du transport supersonique, entre 10 et 15 kIn d'altitude. Dans certains cas, l'aeronef
supersonique aura interH a s'ecarter de la route du grand cerele afln d'eviter des zones de vent au de
temperature defavorables ; la Note examine dans queUes conditions il ya avalltage a effectul?r ce deroutement.
Une section de la Note est consacree au (( bang» supersonique. Elle decrit Ie phenOlllcne en detail
et montre de queUe fagon l'intensite avec laqueUe il se manifeste au sol est influencee par divers parametres
meteorologiques tels que Ie gradient de pression, Ie gradient vertical du vent, Ie gradient vertical de
temperature et Ia turbulence.
La Note aborde ensuite Ie probleme de la turbulence. La turbulence qui accOlnpagne l'activite convective des Cumulonimbus, les ondes orographiques, et la turbulence qui accompagne les courallts-jets,
peuvent influer sur l'exploitatioll des aeroncfs supersoniques. La Note souligne l'importance que pre~
sentent l'observation et la prevision de ces phenomenes et suggere de nouvelles directions dans lesqueUes la recherche" sur la turbulence atmospherique pourrait s'engager.
Parmi les risques que Ies vols supersoniques font courir aux passagers et, plus encore, aux equipages,
figurent Ies doses excessive's d'ozone et de rayonnelnent cosmique qui se manifestent lors des eruptions
solaires. II sera peut-etre necessairc d'etablir un systeme efficace d'avertissement contre les rayonnClnents
cosmiques et d'utiliser des filtres pour que Ia concentration d'ozone dans la cabino ne depasse pas un
niveau suffisamment bas.
Los dom:rnages qui peuvent resulter de l'impact d'hydrometeores et de lithometeores sur un aeronef
volant a grande vitesse, subsonique ou supersonique, sont egalemcnt traites de fagon detainee. On insiste
particulierelnent sur Ie role que peuvent j ouer les radars meH:orologiques de bard et les radars meteorologiques au sol pour detecter les zones de fortes precipitations et les sommets de Cumulonimbus.
En guise de conclusion, la Note rappelle, en quelques breves remarques, les principales insuffisances
de nos connaissances actuelles sur Ie milieu OU evolueront les aeronefs de transport supersoniques, et
enonce les problemes qui devront Mre resolus dans Ie domaine de l'observation, si ron veut fournir aux
aeronefs de transport supersonique une assistance Ineteorologique de qualite.
Un glossaire et une bibliographie completent Ia Note.
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PE3IOME
IIpo8RTHponaHH8 ROMMepqeCROrO CBepxBByRoBoro TpaHCIIOpTHOrO CaMOJI8Ta II SaIIJIaHMpOBaHHOe
BBep;eHH8 8TOrO CaMOJI8Ta B OnepaTMBHOe HCnOJIbBOBaHU8 B HaqaJI8

pHAa M8T80pOJIOrHQeCRHX np06JI8M.
B CBRSH C OCHOBHbIMH

lPaaaMH

B

1970-bIX

rOp;OB Tpe6yeT HsyqeHHH

STOM TeXHl'PI8mWH BanHeR8 paCCMaTpMBaIOTCH 13TH np06JI8MI:J

IIOJI8Ta CBepxBByRoBoro CaMOJI8Ta, T. e. epasa BBJI8Ta FI nepBOHaqaJIb-

Horo IIog'bBMa, q,a8a OKOJIOBByKOBl>IX CKopOCTeH, KpeHCepCKaJI q,aBa H q,aBa TOpM07KeHHJI H IIocagKH.
TaR RaR Ha pa50Ty peaRTHBHoro ABliraT8JIH B BHaQMT8JIbHOfi CT8II8HH BJIHH8T B'H8llIHHH T8IVIII8paTypa, BamRO MM8Tb B HaJHPHIH HaA811iHIiI8 Ha6JIIOAaT8JIbHbI8 p;aHHhr8 H

q,aB HOJIera.

T.

8ra HHq,OPMallHJI 6ygeT Heo6xogHMa,

rrporHOBbI T8MIIepaTyp:bI )l;JIH Hoex

B oco6eHHOCTH, gJIJI q,aBl>I OKOJIOBBYKOBbIX CIwpOCTeH,

e. }l;JIH pafiOHa B rrpe;n;OJIax 500-600 KM OT ROHeQHOrO uYHRTa CBOPXBBYRoBoro TpaHcnopTHoro caMO10 ;n;o 15 HM. B H8HOTOPbIX CJIylJHHX 6YA8T 8ROHOMMlJeCH'M IJ;8JI8COo6paBHo OTRJIO-

JIOTa 11: AmI ypOBH8M OT

HMTb CB8pxBByRoBot"r CaMOJI8T OT MaprnpyTa no 60JIbillOMY Hpyry C TOM, lJTo6bI J-m6CJltaTb H86JIarorrpHHTHbIX T8Mn8paTYP ~ B8Tpa; B BTOM pa60T8 paB6MpaIOTCH yCJIOBlZrH, npM ROTOpbIX BhlrO;n;HO npOMBB8CTM
OTltJIOH8HM8 OT MapI1lpyTa.

Ogl1H paBgeJI TeXHHqeCKOfI BaIIHCl{H IIOCBJIII(OII IIp06JIeMO BByKoBoro yp;apa. )J;aeTCJI IIOgp06HOO
orrMcaIIHe 3Toro RBJIeHHH II IIOKaB:bIBaeTC.ll, RaR lIa 8ro CMJIy, Ha6JIro;n;aIOm;yroCH Ha BOMJI8, BJIMJiJOT paBJIHlIHM8 M8',1.'80pOJIOrlPIeCRM8 ~apaM8TpM, TaH'M8 Ran :, 6apHlJ8CR:IDI rpa;n;M8HT, C;n;BMr B8Tpa, T8Mn8paTyp-nbIH rpa;n;M8HT M Typ6yJI8HTlIOCTb, BaT8M npO;n;OCTaBJIff8TCff MH8HM8 0 np06JI8M8 Typ6YJI8IITHOCTM~
Typ6YJI8HTHOCTb, CBRBaHHaH C paBBMTReM RYlleBO;n;om;n;8BbIX 06JIaIWB, ropUMe BOJIHbI, Typ6yJIOrrTROCTh, CBJIBaHHaH co CTpyMHMMH
BByROBO:ti: aBMaIJ;H:H.
np8;n;JIaraIOTCH

T8"l18HllHMH -

ITo;n;Q8pRHBaeTCJI BanffiO€

;n;aJIbH8MI1lH8

HarrpaBJI8HHR

Bce 8'ro MO}It8T ORaBaTb BJIMHHH8 Ha Orr8paIJ;HH eB8pxBHa-qenH8 Ha6JIIO)l;CI-IlZrM H

paBBHTMR

Haylffi:bIX

nporHOBa 8THX HBJI8HHM II

HCCJI8;n;OBaHHM

aTMocepepIIoM

Typ6y-

JI8HTHOCTH.
ITOBlJIIICI-I1Zre ;n;OSM OBOHa 11 ROCMHqeCKOM pa)J;MaJ::I.HM, CBJISaHHbIe C COJllIeqHbIMH BCIIMIIIRaMM , np8)l;CTRBJIHIOT orraCHOCTb P;JIH rraCCR'ffi'HpOB H , B
nOJI8ToB.

IT08TOMY BOBMomHo

;n;OJIJRHa

6MTb

OC06CHI-IOCTM, )l;JIH 8_RHIIama BO BpOMH C~8PXBBYH'OBbIX
YCTaROBJI8Ha

nepepORTHBHan

CHCT8Ma TIp8)l;yrrp8m}J;OH~

IWCMlZPI8CKOM pa;n:Man;HH H ;n;OJIlliHbI npHMOHHTbCH epMJIbTPbI ;n:JIH rro;n;p;epmaHIUI rrp~eMJI8MO HIISRoro
ypOBHH ROHI(8HTpan;HH OSOHa B Ra6:mIe.
,I(aJIee IIop;po6HO paCCMaTpMBaeTCH Borrpoc a

IIOBpem.;n:eHMHX, ROTOpM8 MoryT 6:bITb BbIBBaHM B

peSYJIbTaTe yp;apoB rMp;pOM8T80POB M JIlZlTOMeTeopoB 0 CaMOJIeT, JICTHm;liIM C BbICOROM ;n;OBBYKOBOM HJUr
CBepXBByROBOM CIWpOCTbIO. ITop;QepItlilBa8TCH Bam.H08 8Haq81IMe.KaR 60pTOBoro, TaR HHaSC:MHOropap;apa
P;JIH Orrp8p;8JI8HMH MeCT.orrOJIORt8HMH BOH CHJIbHMX ocap;IWB II B8pIllHH RYlJeBOp;Ollip;8BbIX 06JIarWB.

B
06

8aKJIIOlIHTeJIbIIlJX SaM8QaHHnX CyMMHpyIOTCH npMIH:U;:VlIIlZlaJIbHbI8 H8p;OCTaTRH HaCTOnIIJ;MX 8HaH1i!M

oKpymaIOm;e:ti: cp8p;e cBepxBBYRoBoro

CaMOJI8Ta,

a

TarUH.e Ha6JIIO)l;aT8JIbHwe rrp06JI8MbI, ROTOpM8

P;OJIJI'lHbI 6bITb paSpemCIIlJ ,8CJIH 6YP;8T o6eCrrelJ8HO COOTB8TCTBYIOm;8e M8TeOpOJIOriPlecRoe 06eCrr8QeHHC
CB8PXBBYROBOM TpaHcnopTHoM aBHan;MH.

B

nacToHm;8:fi sanMCRe rrpMJIOmeHbI CJIOnapb H crrMCOK HCnOJIb80BaI-IHotI JIMTepaTypbl.
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RESUMEN
La construcci6n de los aviones comercialcs 8upersonicos de transporte y Ia iniciaci6n de Stl funcio~
namiento practioo que tendra lugal' a principios de 1970, requieren el estudio"de cierto numcro de nuevas
problemas meteorologicos. En esta Nota Tecnica se examinan dichos problemas en relaci6n con las fases
principales del vuelo de los aviones supers6nicos, es decir, el despegue y Ia fase inicial de ascenso, Ia fase
trans6nica, Ia fase de crucero y Ia fase de deceleraci6n y aterrizaje.
Como el funcionamiento de un motor de reacci6n esta afectado en gran medida porIa temperatura
ambiente, es importante poder disponer de datos seguros de observaci6n y de predicciolles precisas de
Ia temperatura en todus las fases de los vuelos. Dicha informacion sera especialmente necesaria en la
fase trans6nica, es decir que sera preciso disponer de datos de una zona situada a unos 500 6 600 km de
distancia del punto terminal del vuelo supers6nico de transporte y a unas altitudes comprendidas entre
10 y 15 km. En algunos casos rcsultara economico desviar los aviones supcrsonicos de las rutas que siguen
los circulos maximos, con 0.1 fin de evitar las condiciones desfavorables de temperatura y viento. Se exponen
en esta Nota Teeniea las condiciones en las cuales resulta ventajoso desviar las rutas.
Una de las sccciones de la Nota esta dedicada al problema del estampido transonico. Se haec una
descripcion detallada de este fenom.eno y se demuestra que la intensidad observada en el terreno depende
de varios p~rametros meteorologicos tales como 01 gradiente de presi6n, la cizalladura del viento, el
gradientc de temperatura y la turbulencia.
A continuaci6n se expone el problema de la turbuleneia. La turbulencia asociada con Ia actividad
de los cumulonimbus, las ondas de montana y la turbulencia asoeiada can las corrientes en o.horro, son
faetores todos elIas que puoden afeo.tar a los vuelos de"los aviones supersonicos. So hace resaltar Ia importano.ia de la observacion y predio.ci6n de dichos fen6menos y se sugieren nuevas modos de investigaeion
de la turbulencia atmosferica.
Entre los peligros que los vuelos supersonieos prescntan para los pasajeros y especialrrtente para la
tripulaei6n, figuran las grandes concentraciones de ozona y de radiaci6n cosmica asociada can las erup~
ciones solares cromosfericas. !-Ia de ostableeerse un sistema efectivo de avisos de radiaci6n c6smiea y sera
preciso utilizar filtros para mantener Ia concentraei6n de ozona en Ia cabina a un nivel bajo que resulte
accptable.
Se estudian tanibiim can detalle los danos que pueden producirse debido al impacto de los hidrometeoros y los litometeoros durante el vuclo de los aviones subs6nicos a gran veloeidad, 0 de los super~
s6nicos. Se pone de manifiesto la importancia del radar meteorologico, instalado en los aviones 0 en tierra,
para localizar las zonas de precipitaci6n intensa y las cimas de los cumulonimbus.
En los comentarios que se hacen como conclusion de esta Nota Teenica se resumen las principales
cleficiencias que actualmente existen con respecto al conocimiento de las zonas atmosfhicas en donde
tienen Iugar los vuelos de los aviones supersonicos de transporte, asi como de los problemas de observacion
que es preciso resolver para poder suministrar los servicios meteorologicos adecuados que requieren los
aviones supers6nicos de transporte.
Se adjuntan a la Nota Teenica un glosario y una lista de referencias.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
According to present plans, the prototype of a commercial supersonic transport (SST) will be flying
by 1968, and the aircraft is likely to be in operation with some airlines in the early 1970s. The proposal
to introduce these aircraft has raised some new meteorological problems, both of design and of operation.
It is the purpose of this Technical Note to discuss these problems as they are related to the four principal
phases of SST flight, namely the take-off and initial climb phase, the transonic * phase, the cruising phase,
and the deceleration and landing phase.
The first SST is designed to have a cruising speed of near Mach 2.2 at an altitude of 16-20 km (53 000
to 65 000 feet). Somewhat later aircraft are expected to have a cruising speed of about Mach 2.7 at altitudes
up to 23 km (75000 feet). These may soon be superseded by larger, fa~ter models flying longer routes at
higher altitudes (see Figures 1-1 and 1-2).

Flight

patte~n

for the Mach 2.2 aireraft

From about 1.5 km (5000 feet) the Mach 2.2 aircraft [BOAC, 1965] is expected to climb at a speed
near Mach 0.9 to a height between 7.6 km (25 000 feet) and 10.7 km (35 000 feet), at which height acceleration to cruising speed will commence. The exact height at which acceleration will begin depends on a
number of factors, not least of which will be the sonic boom regulations imposed by the country of the
departure aerodrome. Until experience is gained with the prototype aircraft it is impossible to say exactly
what the average sonic boom overpressure at the ground will be during the acceleration phase with the
aircraft at a given height, but it is confidently expected that acceleration will be possible within the height
range mentioned above. Other factors besides sonic boom which determine the optimum conditions for
the transonic acceleration phase will be mentioned later.
Acceleration will continue until a speed of Mach 2.2 is reached at a height of about 16 km (53 000 feet)
from which height cruising flight will commence. Because of temperature limitations on the materials
from which this first SST is constructed, the speed of Mach 2.2 will never be exceeded. During cruising
flight, as the fuel is consumed and the aircraft becomes lighter, the-aircraft will climb slowly, reaching its
maximum height of around 18 km (60 000 feet) at the point at which it commences its descent to the
arrival aerodrome. Deceleration to below sonic speed will take place at about 15 km (50 000 feet) and
thereafter the aircraft will behave much the same as a normal subsonic jet until landing (see Figure 1-3).

Flight pattern for a Mach 2.7 aircraft
The basic characteristics of this flight path are shown in Figure 1-4 (courtesy of The Boeing Company,
1967). Recent proposals call for ascent to about 10 km (33 000 feet) at subsonic speed; then, at a distance
from take-off of nearly 400 km (220 nautical miles), the full acceleration and climb through the transonic
phase will begin. The Mach 2.7 aircraft is expected-to cruise near the 50-mb constant-pressure surface at
an altitude of about 21 km (69000 feet). The transonic phase near the end of the trip will take place at
high altitudes.
* See the glossary at the end for definitions of any unfamiliar terms.
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Hypothetical flight schedule
Presented here is a probable flight schedule for an aircraft designed to cruise at a Mach number of
about 2.5. It is intended to provide a helpful background against which to visualize the working conditions connected with SST operations.
Flight planning: 60-90 minutes prior to block time.
Latest meteorological information usable in flight plan: 30 minutes prior to block time.
TillIe on ground:

(1)

30 minutes for through flights.

(2) 90 minutes for turn-around flights.
Time en route:

Trip

Distance
·3000 n.mi.
3340 n.mi.
4140 n.mi.
600 n.mi.

New York-London
Bombay-Rome
Mexico City-Rio
Rome-Paris

Time
2 hr 20 min
2 hI' 35 min
3 hI' 10 min
45 min.

Flight profile: New York-London, standard atmosphere conditions
Duration
10-15 min
15-20 min
90-105 min
15- 20 min
10- 15 min

Distance
85 n.mi.
285 n.mi.
2320 n.mi.
260 n.mi.
50 n.mi.

Altitude
0-13 km·
13-20 km
20-22 km
22-13 km
13- 0 km

Mach No.
< 0.9
0.9-2.5
2.5
2.5-0.9
< 0.9

(Note that on the Rome-Paris trip (600 n.mi.) there is no opportunity for supersonIC crUIse at
Mach 2.5.)
Statistics such as these indicate the lnagnitude of the problem of debriefing the pilot regarding conditions at flight level a!ld in the corridors of ascent and descent. The meteorologist -will be particularly
depend-ent on in-flight observations of turbulence and cosmic radiation intensity. However, even though
a large amount of meteorological information will be acquired over the long distances covered, the pilot
w~ll :have very little time either to take and record the- observations or to transmit them while en route
or even during turn-around tilne on the ground. The possibilities of automatic recording, communication,
processing, and display of information are clearly worth investigation.
The transonic phases are fairly short in time and distance, but forecasting of conditions in the ascent
and descent corridors ,vill pl'esent critical problellls. Fully a third of the total fuel £01' the trip is consumed
in the transonic ascent. The actual amount used and also the sonic boon1 intensity are strongly affected
by llleteorological conditions. In transonic descent, the fuel consumption is relatively small, but great care
will be needed to avoid sonic bOOln damage with the aircraft approaching the earth. Furthermore, meteorological conditions at destination need to be accurately forecast, because the SST will not resume supersonic flight after it has decelerated through the transonic descent phase. Demands for high accuracy
will also be placed upon the forecaster if the dispatcher is forced to make trade-offs between fuel safetyreserves and profitable cargo.
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At a flight-level n~ar 50 mb passengers and crew will be vulnerable to the effects of particle radiation
that may penetrate the .Earth's atmosphere from outer space and the sun. Ultimately the meteorologist
may be given the responsibility for briefing pilots on the state of the sun, the likelihood of heavy radiation,
and the meteorological conditions at lower levels to which the SST may be taken to evade the radiation
danger.
A number of atmospheric constituents are of importance to the SST in flight. Particles such as ice
crystals have caused concern because at supersonic speeds their abrasive effects may damage surfaces of
the plane or produce static electricity. On the other hand, possible future introduction of radioactive or
volcanic dust into the stratosphere may necessitate the preparation of trajectory forecasts. Ozone near
the 50-mb level at high latitudes sometimes exists in pathogenic concentrations, and even though the
aircraft will have safeguards against danger from this source, the forecasting of unusually high ozone.
densities along the flight path may be requested.
Collection of meteor?logical data for nse by the design climatologist has been in progress Jor several
years, but in many instances our knowledge has not been sufficient for his needs. Forecasting for the
SST will present many problems, and it is not too early to begin the development of forecasting methods
and to train forecasters -in their use.
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General appearance of the projected Mach 2.2 aircraft (by courtesy
of the British Aircraft Corporation and Sud-Aviation)
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Figure 1-2 {a}; -' General appearance 01 the projected variable-geometry Mach 2.7
aircraft with its wings swept at 30° (by courtesy of the Boeing
Company)
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General appearance of the projected variable-geometr;y Mach 2.7 aircraft with its wings swept at 72 0 (by courtesy of the
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1T.700mefers
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CHAPTER II

TEMPERATURE AND WIND
On the runway and in the troposphere at subsonic speeds, we may assume that tenlperature and wind
will affect supersonic aircraft and subsonic jets in much the same way. In planning flights for the transonic
and supersonic phases, however, these parameters are expected to present unique problems because of
more stringent requirements for accurate estimates of fuel consumption and time of arrival. The particularly important effect of these parameters upon sonic boom distribution and intensity is discussed in
Chapter III.
Because the supersonic transport will spend most of its time cruising at altitudes ncar 20 km where
atmospheric conditions are at present less known than at lower levels, a brief summary of conditions at
the 50-mb level will be given here.

Representative seasonal conditions at cruising level

The circulation of the lower stratosphere has considerable annual variation; consequently the followmg discussion will be subdivided according. to season.
Summer. The typical midsummer circulation at 50 mb (Figure 2-1) is anticyclonic. The ·casterly flow
is nearly circumpolar and is generally weak except at low latitudes. As a result of the biennial cycle at
low latitudes, light westerlie"s alternate with moderate easterlies from year to year (Figure 2-2).

The highest 50-mb temperatures, about -40°C, are found near. the Pole.. The temperature decreases
generally from polar to tropical latitudes where values near -65°C arc observed. The day-to-day variation at any location is very small during the summer, generally less than :!:::2°C.
Autumn. During the autumn there is a typical transition from the summertime polar anticyclone to a
circulation dominated .by westerlies. The transition begins with cooling of the polar regions. As the
constant-pressure surface sinks at high latitudes, the polar anticyclone breaks down into high-pressure
cells which gr<,ldllally retreat towards lower latitudes.

The advance of autumn is marked by steady strengthening of the meandering westerly flow in middle
and high latitudes (Figure 2-3). Because of the more rapid cooling at high levels in the polar stratosphere,
soundings at high-latitude stations often show a slight temperature lapse-rate, instead of the temperature
inversion more generally found in the stratosphere.

ill! inter. In a typical wintertime situation (Figure 2-4) there is a well-developed cold cyclonic vortex
displaced slightly from the Pole towards Europe and a warm anticyclone located in the vicinity of Kamchatka or the Aleutian Islands. This anticyclone is a frequently observed feature in the stratospheric
circulation of the late autumn and winter, presumably an indirect effeet of northern hemispheric orography. In addition, there is an anticyclonic helt neal' the 20 0 N latitude circle, forming the tropical
boundary of the 50 mb polar westerlies. The temperature differences between· warm and cold regions
at 50 mb is usually about 30°C although observed temperatures in the polar region itself have ranged
from -SO°C up to -24°C.
M
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The problem of 50-rub forecasting is made difficult by the large temporal an~ spatial variability
characteristic of the entire wintertime circulation. Several times every winter, anticyclogencsis of minor
or moderate intensity occurs along with temperature rises of 10-20°C in the 50-mb warm sector. In such
instances, temperatures in the colder regions remain relatively constant.
The most remarkable stratospheric phenomenon is the so-called "explosive" warming, which on
evidence from rockets ondes may commence at very high levels (about 45 km or 1.50 000 feet) and then
propagate slowly downward. Such large-scale major warmings do not occur every year. Since Scherhag's
discovery of the phenomenon in 1952 strong penetrations down to levels affecting the SST have occurred
only.in 1957, 1958 and 1963. In the northern hemisphere these major warmings were marked by an early
(J anuary- February) breakdown of the polar cyclonic vortex, with anticyclogcnesis accompanying the
spread of warm air over the polar region.

The time section (Figure 2-5) shows the progress of the January 1963 warming, as observed over
Mould Bay, N.W.T. (Finger and Teweles, 1964). Typically, the warming appears to propagate downward
and to become less intense in the process. However, even as low as 50 mb in this case, the temperature
increased from -BO°C on January 21 to -35°C on January ~1.
A north-west - southReast cross~section.from Pt. Barrow, Alaska (station 70026) to the North Atlantic
ship 4YE on 27 January (Figure 2-6) shows conditions as the warming spread slowly northRwestward.
It is noteworthy that the temperature at 50 mb increases from Barter Island, Alaska (70086) to Frobisher
Bay, N.W.T. (72909).
With the advance of the warm-air sector, Arctic stations reported 50 Rmb temperature rises of 5 to 8°C
in 12 hours. The fact that the warming first appears above SST flight levels indicates that accurate forecasting of these large temperature-changes will be facilita ted by data from higher levels.

Spring. The springtime transItIOn from winter westerlies to summer easterlies takes a variety of
forms. In years of major early warmings there is ample time for the cold cyclonic circulation to be restored
before the end of winter. In such cases the beginning of the final reversal in circulation may be delayed
until April or May. In years which pass without a Inajor early warming, the spring change-over often
begins in l\J1arch. Figure 2-7 illustrates a fairly typical springtime condition at a time when the polar
vortex is slowly weakening. The anticyclonic cells at the periphery are destined, by late May, to merge
and move over the Pole as part of the transition toward the typical summer pattern with a warm anti R
cyclone centred in the polar region.
Two years of monthly mean 100-, 50-, 30- and 10-mb charts for tbe IQSY period from January 1964
to December 1965 inclusive have been published recently (ESSA, Weather Bureau, United States Department of Commerce, t967). These have been obtained by averaging charts such as those shown in Figures
2-1,2-3,2-4 and 2 R7 over the appropriate months. Such charts will be valuable aids in design climatology,
as well as in the development of forecasting methods for the stratosphere.
Some of the exceptionally high temperatures that have been reported at high latitudes during winter
wannings are tabulated below:

50-mb
1.957
1958
1960

(Standard: -56°C)
--24°C (February)
_35°C (January)
-35°C (January, February)

30-mb
1957
1958
1960

( Standard: -53°C)
-15°C (February)
-35°C (January)
-28°C (January)
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1963
1964
1965

-28°C (January)
-31°C (January)
-40°C (January, February)

1963
1964
1965 .

-19°C (January)
-24°C (January)
-16°C (March)

The actual maximulu temperature at the warm-air centre may be somewhat higher than the reported
value shown in the table. Comparison of values in the two colilluns illustrates the tendency for more
extreme values to occur at higher levels.

The effect of ambient temperature on the SST
The thrust of it jet engine decreases with increasing temperature, and it is customary to calculate the
performance and flight pattern for normal operations in temperate climates on the International Standard
Atmosphere (ISA). Since this is a mean profile of the temperature variation with height, there are, of
course, deviations frOlu the :ISA on every occasion on which the aircraft ascends, and on some occasions
the deviation may be considerable. On days when tho atmosphere is much warmer than standard there
is a decrease in available thrust for acceleration of the aircraft, with the result that more time is spent
reaching the height at which transonic acceleration is planned to commence, and the transonic acceleration
itself is retarded (as discussed in the next paragraph). If the temperature at the planned height for transonic acceleration is still considerably above standard and there is, at a higher level, a return towards
standard or colder-than-standard temperatures, there may be an advantage in delaying the transonic
phase of flight until this greater height is reached. There will therefor-e be a requirement for an accurate
forecast of the profile of temperature variation with height for the whole of the climb phase and particularly for the transonic altitudes for the initial planning of the aircraft flight track and decision on the
fuel-load to be carried, perhaps at the expense of the number of passengers.
For the Mach 2.2 SST, it has been stated (BOAC, 1965) that an increase of 5°C in ambient temperature
produces a 25 per cent deterioration in acceleration between Mach 1.1 and Mach 2.0. The resulting increase
in time and distance before cruise height is reached would lead to an important increase in fuel consumption. A significant error in forecasting above-standard temperature in this phase of flight could be reflected
in a decrease in fuel reserves for the rest of the flight and also in enhanced sonic boom effects in ground
areas where they should have been avoidcd. Screbreny (1965), in a discussion of twenty-four cases best
illustrating the range of temperature either side of standard on the North Atlantic route, concludes that
for a Mach 3 aircraft the transonic and acceleration pha,se is the most critical portion of the flight profile
with respect to fuel consumption.
Figure 2-8 shows the most probable effects of abnormally high temperatures on fuel consumption for
a Mach 3 SST (Nelms, 1964). Temperatures 16°C above standard for an cntire 3200 n.mi. flight would
add an estimated 5000 kg to the standard-day fuel requirement of 82575 kg. About 3600 kg of the
additional fuel would be expended in the short 200 n.mi. of the transonic ascent phase, while another
1 200 kg would be consumed in the 2 600 n.mi. cruising phase. Even if tbis condition existed only in the
transonic ascent corridor the dispatcher might be faced with a choice of leaving behind 33 passengers
or 3 600 kg of cargo. With the small profit margins anticipated in SST operations, financial losses might
be experienced as a result of flight through regions of anomalously high temperature.
At Mach 2.2 in the ISA the effects of kinetic heating are such that the temperature of some parts of
the aircraft surface approaches the value at which a marked decrease in the tensile strength of a good
aluminium alloy begins to be apparent (Courtney, 1964). There will, therefore, be an over-all limitation
on the speed of an aircraft constructed from conventional materials; and with temperatures higher than
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ISA it will be necessary to decrease the Mach number of flight to keep the stagnation temperature below
the maximum value allowed. For a temperature 5°C above the ISA temperature (BOAC, 1965) the limiting
Mach number will be reduced to about 2.15 with a 15 kt reduction in true air speed and a consequent
increase in total fuel consumption (see Figure 2-9).
The effect is, of course, more marked for greater departures of temperature from standard. It will,
therefore, be necessary in pre-flight planning to take account of expected temperature variations on the
cruise flight (as well as on the transonic phase) and there will, in consequence, be a requirement for accurate
temperature forecasting on the whole route.

A further problem has arisen which has caused trouble in engine design, and this is the effect of sudden
temperature variation. The engine intake is designed in such a way as to reduce the airflow at the engine
entry to subsonic speeds, and this is achieved by varying the intake geometry according to the Mach
number of the airflow at intake entry. A change of air temperature leads to a change of Mach number,
and if the change is large and quick enough, it may exceed the capabilities of the system which changes
the intake geometry. It has been ilnportant, therefore, to give some estimates of the magnitude of sudden
temperature changes which may occur in quasi-horizontal flight at transonic and cruise altitudes. Very
limited information is available 011 variations of temperature over horizontal distances of the order of
a few miles at the heights of interest, and it is important that every opportunity should be taken to increase
this knowledge. Recent flying in the clear air in the neighbourhood of severe storms in the Oklahoma
region has revealed temperature variations of the order of 10°C in one nautical mile, and variations of
this magnitude are being catered for in engine design. It seems likely that large temperature variations
over short distances will only occur above or to the side of cumulonimbus tops which penetrate the stratosphere, or in well-lnarked mountain waves, but further research is needed. In the forecasting sense,
warnings of the existence of very high cumulonilnbus tops and conditions suitable for marked lee waves
will probably be required.
Possible track diversion to avoid unfavourahle temperature and winds

It is important to determine the special circumstances under which the SST can be diverted economically away from the great-circle route, for example to avoid strong headwinds or excessively high
temperatures. The circumstances under which track-diversion would be feasible can be determined
graphically from Figure 2-10. If, for instance, the average temperature for the flight could be reduced at
least 10°C by a 200 n.mi. maximum departure frOlTI a great circle, an increase in track length up to 40 n.mi.
would be advantageous (Serebreny, 1965). However, a temperature gradient of that magnitude is rarely
observed and then only along short segments of routes. The temperature gradient averaged along an
entire route will be a mere fraction of this value, so that track diversion is unlikely to be advised for this
reason alone.
The feasibility of diverting from the great~circle route to a route with more favourable winds can also
be determined from Figure 2-10. The diversion is worthwhile if the advantage derived from the winds
exceeds the increase in length of path. In fact, the advantage would have to be sizeable in order to compensate for the added problems of traffic control. As in the case of diversion for thermal conditions, there
will scarcely ever be sufficient horizontal gradient in the on~course wind-component to justify diversion.
For an arithlnetical exalnple, consider the case of a wind-produced advantage of 100 n.mi. over a two~
hour flight at 45°N. For the required increase of average tailwind by 50 kt over the new route, an increase
in tailwind of nearly 100 kt would have to exist at the midpoint. Even in mid-latitude conditions of a
maximum anticyclonic wind-shear of about 20 kt (60 n.mi.)-" the total diversion for a 100-kt advantage
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would be at least 300 n.mi. Accordiug to Figure 2-10 the new route would be 100 n.mi. longer than the
great-circle route, leaving no advantage at all. Actual horizontal wind ~shears at 50 mb, when averaged
over an entire route, are generally weaker by an order of magnitude than 20 kt (60 n.mi.)-l. Thus in
all probability diversion from the great-circle route will never be worthwhile merely to seek more favourable winds or temperatures at cruising level.
Because of the large fuel-consumption rates with high temperature in the corridor of transonic ascent,
diversion to a corridor of lower temperature in the vicinity of the tropopause is a consideration. A large
temperature difference in a short distance is again necessary if the diversion is to be economically justified.
At tropopause level the required large horizontal gradient is likely only in association with large vertical
wind-shear and in the vicinity of marked jet-streams and rapidly moving cold fronts. Favourable conditions for diversion upon take-off from any particular departure point would thus exist only infrequently.
This fact, combined with the ~nadvisability of dispatching a plane into an area where clear-air turbulence
(CAT) is more likely to occur, indicates that diversion to obtain lower temperatures in the transonic phase
will rarely if ever be recommended.
Accuracy of temperature measurements
The accuracy of stratospheric temperature measurements has improved in recent years owing prin~
cipally to the development of thermal-sensors suitable for use in rarefied air. At 50 mb, rod thermistors
will have a root-mean-square error of only 1.0 oe. In addition to this-there is a solar-radiation error that
may range from a few tenths of a degree for externally mounted white rod thermistors to several degrees
for thermistors mounted within a duct.
A correction system can be devised to eliminate this systematic solar-radiation error. However, the
effectiveness of corrective procedures varies from country to country -with the results shown in Figure 2-11These average 12-hr temperature differences between day and night values show how temperatures from
one station to another or from one map to the next can vary for entirely spurious reasons. Even as low
as the 50-mb level, the daytime differences between the totally uncorrected Metox temperatures and the
slightly overcorrected Graw temperatures amount to 5°C with high solar angles in summer. For the
"code-sending" instrument, the correction at low solar angles appears inadequate, but becomes sufficient
at high solar angles. The uncorrected temperatures for the 1680 me and A~22~III radiosondes have little
initial error. As a result, their day jnight differences are not much larger than those for the well-corrected
Vaislilli instrument.
An analogous representation for 30-rob temperatures shows differences about 50 per cent larger than
those of Figure 2--11. Spurious height differences that are a consequence of these temperature errors
range up to 200 m at 50 mb and to 300 m at 30 mb. These height errors make synoptic weather-map
analysis quite impossible without application of compensating corrections by the analyst. The required
corrections to eliminate spurious differences are exactly the values given by the curves shown in Figure 2-11It would clearly be advantageous if such corrections were applied by the observer in reducing the radiosonde record prior to transmission of the coded reports.
At present, charts for various constant-pressure surfaces up to the 10-mb level similar to the 50~mb
charts shown in Figures 2-1, 2-3, 2-4 and 2-7 are prepared by electronic computers. In this process,
values from curves analogous to those in Figure 2-11 are programmed into the analysis scheme for auto~
matic correction of incoming radiosonde reports. For successful application of this correction system,
prompt information must be received regarding changes in the type of instrument or in the radiation
correction system used at individual stations.
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Prospects for forecasting temperature and circulation in transonic corridors and
levels

supersoni~

cruising

Stratospheric systems are generally slow-moving and have relatively long wavelengths. The observed
gradients of wind and temperature in these systems are small except at high latitudes in winter. With this
exception, persistence is very pronounced so that the problem of forecasting for the stratosphere is simpler
than for the troposphere. FrOlll the discussion given above, however, it is clear that economy in SST
operations will be furthered by accurate forecasts of temperature and wind conditions to help determine
flight plans and optimnm fuel loads.
The magnitude of errors resulting from exclusively persistence-type temperature forecasts can be
.estimated from averages and standard deviations in 24-hour changes of route mean temperatures for
_various routes. For the winter period November 1964 to February 1965 the maximum 24-hour change
in mean temperature over the San Francisco-Thule-Stockholm and New York-Paris routes was found to
be approximately ±4°C, while the largest monthly mean 24-hour change of route mean temperatures
for the five years of record July 1957 to June 1962 is only ±2.5°C, for January and February (U.S. Weather
Bureau, 1964). During the summer months, 24-hour route mean temperature changes over specified
routes average only ,±1.4°C.
A frequency-histogra-m of the 24-hour temperature change over the New York-Paris route for the
period 1 November 1964 to 28 February 1965 is shown in Figure 2-12 along with a superimposed normal
probability-density curve. On the basis of this normal curve, one can estimate (assuming representativeness
of the data) that the probability of having a 24-hour mean route tenlperature change in winter greater in
absolute value than 2.7°C is only 0.05, and that the probability of having a change greater than 4.5°C
IS of the order of 0.001.
As -we hav-e seen, the transonic phase of SST flight is the most critical, since it is here that a third of
the total fuel supply is consumed, while clouds and turbulence are more likely to occur at the levels of
this phase than at supersonic cruising levels. I-Ience particular pressure will be placed on _the forecaster
to produce a good forecast for an area within 300 n.mi. of the SST terminal, for levels roughly froni 10 to
15 km. Temperature variability in the transonic corridor will be a matter of urgent concern. Figure 2-13,
based on Oklahoma data, gives some indication of the variability likely to be encountered by the SST
(Nee, 1966). The indicated six-hour variability of 3°C at the level of transonic phase emphasizes the
importance of having a forecasting Inethod better than persistence for at least this portion of the flight.
An augmented radiosonde network in the vicinity of maj or terminals may prove to be desirable in sup~
port o~ SST operations not only for the sake of improved temperature forecasts but also for sonic boom
forecasts.

Figures 2-14 and 2-15 give the probability of wind aid or retardation at 50 mb in winter over the
routes San Francisco-Stockholm and New York-Paris respectively (U.S. Weather Bnreau, 1964). Most
noteworthy is the relatively high probability of favourable winds (tailwinds) on the run from New York to
Paris, and correspondingly high probability of unfavourable winds (headwinds) on the run from Paris to
New York. Similar curves for summer conditions at 50 rob show insignificantly small wind-aid and retardation values over the northern hemisphere.
At present it appears that statistical forecasts based on climatology, persistence, regression, etc.,
will be useful in advance planning of SST schedules. Relatively small adjustments based on short-period
kinematic forecasts will then be made to produce the' final flight plan. However, with full SST oper!ttions
still several years in the future, there is ample opportunity for developing multi-levehlUmerical weather
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prediction methods with high capability at all levels flown by the SST. Methods of reproducing computer
output in pictorial form are being advanced rapidly. Fast radio facsimile will allow comput.er-produced
prognostic maps, vertical cross-sections, and tabulated flight parameters to become available in time for
scheduled flights anywhere over the globe. The degree of validity of such prognostlc materials will undoubtedly depend upon the amount of flight data fed back to the computer for use in ·updating forecasts on a
continuous basis.
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CHAPTER III

THE SONIC BOOM

General environmental considerations
The sonic boom is produced upon the impact of the shock wave that issues from an aircraft moving
at sonic or supersonic speed. Sonic boom intensity is a function of the rapidity and amplitude of the
atmospheric pressure change observed upon the impact of the shock wave. When this pressure variation
is recorded on a Inicrobarograph, it produces a trace called the sonic boom signature. The intensity of
sonic boom and form of the signature are dependent upon Inany factors including the weight and shape
of the aircraft and upon various flight parameters, including altitude, Mach number, acceleration, and
flight-path angle. The lateral distance of the impact point from the flight path and the nature of the
nearby terrain and buildings are also important factors. Sonic boom effects are also critically dependent
upon the structure of the atlnosphere through which the shock wave is propagated. These include the
atmospheric pressure gradient, wind shears, temperature lapse rate, and to a lesser extent humidity,
cloud cover and hydrometeors.
The shock wave observed at the ground is essentially a combination of the bow wave and tail wave
propagated from the aircraft (Figure 3-1). Ideally, the resulting signature is in the form of the letter N
(Figure 3~2). This N-wave is inscribed by the microbarograph in response to an abrupt pressure rise,
followed by slow reduction to sub-atmospheric pressure, and a final abrupt return to atmospheric pressure.
Irregularities in aircraft manoeuvres or in atmospheric structure produce substantial distortions in the
shape of the N-wave.
The shock wave issues from the nose of the SST in the form of .a cone with the path of the plane as its
axis and with apex angle arc sin M-l. Each segment of the wave front moves at the speed of sound relative
to the mnbient air and along a sound ray that is always norulal to the front. Distortion of the wave front
occurs:

(a) As the plane changes speed. A concave wave front is produced as M increases while the wave
front becomes convex if M decreases.
(b) As the plane changes attitude. For example, the wave front moving down from the plane becomes
more vertical as the plane goes into a climb.

(c)

In the presence of wind shear. For example, the wave front will become concave as it moves
down into layers of decreasing head wind (reduced retardation) below flight level.

(d)

In the presence of a temperature gradient. Because the speed of sound increases with the square
root of the temperature, the sloping wave front will become concave as it moves into layers
of higher temperature.

In a concave sector of a wave front, convergence of the sound rays results in focusing (local intensifica~
tion) as the energy of the front is concentrated into shorter segments. If the Mach number is not too
large, individual sectors of the wave front may swing into the vertical and therefore be cut off from all
lower levels. Below the cut-off level only a noisy rumble reaches the ground.
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Focusing tends to be a maximum at the point of cut-off. Thus, when the cut-off level coincides with
the ground, the sonic boom is particularly intense. The lateral distribution of sonic boom intensity on
either side of the flight track is also dependent upon temperature gradients and wind shears. The distribution of overpressure for a flight under normal atmospheric conditions is shown in Figure 3-3. The intensity
of the sonic boom falls off with distance from the line directly under the flight track. Near the ground at
a distance from this line, approximately equal to the altitude of the SST, the boom decays into a rumble
(Figure 3-4). Crosswinds may cause oVeI'pressures to be higher some distance to one side of the flight
track than directly beneath the track.
Figure 3~5 shows how either the usual decrease of temperature with increasing height in the lower
levels of the atmosphere, or a headwind which increases with altitude, causes the shock wave from an
aircraft in level flight to bend forward to become vertical and so be cut off from the ground. For a plane
in ascent, the cut~off point will occur at an even higher level.
As the SST begins its descent the cut-off point will be helow gTound level, but as its decreasing Mach
number approaches 1.3 there is sonIc danger of focusing eIrects as the cutRofI point coincides with ground
level. Generally, however, with rapid deceleration during descent the wave front will tend to be convex,
and sonic boom intensity will be diminished by dispersion.
Figure 3~6 shows how the leading edge of the shock wave tends toward a convex shape in the case
of a temperature inversion in the lower levels or with a tailwind increasing with altitude. The sonic boom
will then reach the ground but will be somewhat attenuated as the shock-wave energy dissipates itself
over an expanding sector of the wave.
In general, substantial changes in sonic boonl intensity at the ground, as a result of vertical temperature and wind gradients in the atmosphere, will not be observed unless the speed of the aircraft relative
to the ground is no greater than the speed of sound at the ground. This limiting aircraft speed for cut-off
is about Mach 1.3 for level flight near tbe tropopause in the standard atmosphere but may be as high
, as 1.6 for an ascending aircraft in headwind conditions.
Within the supersonic. range just below Mach 1.3, either headwinds or high surface temperature can
cause 15 per cent or larger increases in overpressure (Figure 3-7). With tailwinds or tcnlperature inversions, overpressures diminish rapidly below Mach 1.3. For speeds higher than the limiting l\1ach number,
Kane and Palmer (1964) find that nleteorological conditions will affect sonic boom overpressure by no
more than 5 per cent of that observed in a cahu standard atInosphere.
Except possibly in the tropics, cruise altitude for the SST will ordinarily be far above the maximumwind level. In general, shock waves that have nlovcd through a level of maximulu wind are greatly
attenuated. This factor certainly reduces the probability of sonic boom dalnage by an SST in level, unaccelcrated, straight flight at cruise altitudes.
Interaction between atmospheric turbulence and a shock wave can greatly distort the energy distribu~
tion within the wave. As a result, rounded signatures may be recorded at some points on the ground and
sharply spiked or peaked signatures at others. Data from Oklahoma City sonic boom tests (Power, 1964)
indicate that the upper and lower limits of the overpressure from the front shock of a distorted pressure
signature are respectively 2.0 and 0.3 times that of the undistorted signature.
Discussion of data
Overpressures of the sonic boonl produced by supersonic fighters and bOlnbers have been Ineasured
at the ground by microphones and microbarographs. In low~level tests, overpressures as high as 3.6 lub
have been recorded (Hubbard, Maglieri, Huckel, and Hilton, 1965). Such "super-booms" are believed to
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be due to the simultaneous arrival at the observation point of shock waves from more than one point of
the flight path. Avoidance of turning manoeuvres and supersonic acceleration in level or descending
flight at low altitudes reduces the hazard of these large overpressures. Eveu above 18 km (60 000 feet),
a medium-weight supersonic aircraft in steady level flight at Mach 2 has produced overpressures of from
0.75 to 1.00 mb. Although the SST is being desigued to cruise with nominal overpressures below 0.75 millibars, atmospheric factors, particularly ground-level turbulence, lllay occasionally produce substantial
variations from this value.
Atmospheric turbulence at flight-Ievellnay affect sonic bOOlll intensity by producing relatively rapid
accelerations and changes in aircraft attitude. Thus, forecasting of flight-level turbulence acquires a
double significance. In the surface layers a "scintillation" effect may be produced as t81nperature and
wind variations due to turbulence locally enhance or diminish the sonic boom overpressures. The turbulent
fluctuations in the layer near the ground are individually unpredictable and their effect on sonic boom
overpressures must be handled statistically. The effect of turbulence is not likely to enhance local overpressures by a factor of two over those predicted by propagation theory for the case of no turbulence.

Analysis and forecasting prospects
The scope of the forecasting problem will be determined by the final design of the SST and its flight
path. If it could be designed to pass through the transonic phase somewhere above 1.8 km, the attenuating
effects of distance and multiple refractions would greatly diminish ground overpressures. However, it
now appears that the SST will normally be required to begin the transonic phase near 10-12 kill and to
assume supersonic cruise at 18-21 km. In these circumstances accurate forecasts of the level and intensity
of maximum wind will be important, particularly because changes in flight plan might be necessary when
the level of maxilllum wind is above the proposed transonic corridor entrance. However, a super-boom
with overpressures IDOlllentarily aUlplified by a factor of 2~ to 3 must still be expected at the point in
the transition phase when cut-off coincides with the ground. This condition is of special concern in the
ascent corridor where aircraft acceleration assures the generation of a concave wave-front with focusing
at the cut-off point. The intensity of the sonic boom is further increased here by the relatively low height
at which the sonic barrier is crossed and the great fuel load that is added to the weight of the plane in
this phase of the flight. Meteorological information is thus quite crucial to the estimation of the effects
of focusing in this transonic phase.
Friedman (1965) has written a computer program to predict sonic boom intensity as a function of
temperature and winds between the aircraft and the ground. The program also takes into consideration
ground-reflection of the shock wave and aircraft parameters such as Mach number, altitude, acceleration
rate, turn radius, lift, length, volume, and weight. The predicted values will be verified by conlparison
with shock-wave signatures produced by supersonic aircraft.

Conclnding remarks
The sonic boom problelll is unique in that it involves a ground effect produced by the plane. Of
particular concern is the need for accurate forecasts at all levels under the transonic corridors in areas
removed by some hundreds of kilometres from the ail' terminal. Whether the requirement will be rnerely
the supply of this information for others to calculate the actual sonic boonl effects or whether it will be
expected of the meteorological forecaster to predict sonic boom effects is presumably a matter for each
nation to decide. It is questionable whether the present density or frequency of rawinsonde reports in
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the VICInIty of major air terminals is sufficient to provide for accurate forecasts along these transonic
corridors. Just how many of these corridors will surround each terminal is still:a question. It is of special
importance to determine how often unfavourable wind and temperature profiles will require the use of
alternate corridors.
Under the long sections 01 flight track where the SST cruises at speeds higher than Mach 2, boom
effects must be minimized. This purpose will be furthered by careful design of the aircraft and by avoidance
of radical acceleration, turns, or descent at cruising levels. However, for anomalous boom effects produced
by aircraft of SST dimensions, refraction of the acoustic energy of the shock wave must be considered
along with distortion by lowwlevel eddy turbulence. Thus "spikes" such as the one shown in Figure 3-2
might result from some combination of reinforcement by coherent scattering and resonant interaction
between shock waves and turbulent eddies.
Further theoretical work and experimental flight tests are needed to deterlninc how sonIC boom
intensity is affected by:

(a) Aircraft manoeuvres;
(b) Turbulence near the ground;
(c) Focusing and cut-off under various conditions of flight and atmospheric structure; and

(d) Topographical fcatures, buildings, etc.
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SONIC BOOM PROPAGATION

GROUND LEVEL

INCIDENT SHOCK
Figure 3-1. -

(0)

REFLECTED SHOCK

Nature of sonic boom pressure signature, illustrated by heav,Y line
at bottom (courtesy of British Aircraft Corporation)

small plane at low altitude

(b) large ploneot high altitude
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Figure 3-2. -

Sonic boom signatures for [a) small aircraft at low altitude and (b) large aircraft at high altitude (from Maglieri and I-Iilton 1965)
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Distribution of ground overpressure from the sonic boom,
under normal atmospheric conditions. The aircraft flight track
is shown schematically as extending from subsonic to glll\{'I'sonic speeds (from Maglicri and lIilton 1965)
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Lateral spread of sonic boom for calm conditions. The intensity
of the sonic boom is attenuated with distance a"way from the
flight track to a cut-off due to refraction at a distance roughly
equivalent to the altitude of the aircraft. Note the close agreement between thear;y (line) and actufll observation (open circles)
(from 1\'1aglieri and Hilton 1965)
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Figure 3-5. -

Distortion of shock-wave by headwind incrcasing with height and/or normal tcmperature
lapse rate. The front ·of the shock is shown as bent forward until it is vertical and thercforc
cut oIr from fllrLher approach to thc ground (from Power 1961)
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Distortion of shock-wave by tailwind increasing ,vith height and/or temperature
invcrsion at lowcr lcvels. The shock ·wavc tends to uccOIne Inore convex; the boom
reaches the ground, lmt is attelluated as ellerg~' is dissipated over an expanding
sector of the wave (from Power 1961)
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CHAPTER IV

TURBULENCE
The intensity of turbulence and its frequency at supersonic-aircraft operating heights and speeds
present difficult problems requiring extensive investigation. An aircraft in flight filters from the whole
spectrum of atmospheric turbulence those frequencies to which it is most susceptible. As a result the
intensity of turbulence encountered by one aircraft may be quite unlike that experienced by another
aircraft having greatly different configuration, weight and speed. It is possible for disturbances of short
wavelength to have important effects on the fatigue life of an aircraft even though they have little effect
on its bodily movements. At the other extreme, long-wavelength disturbances may move the aircraft
bodily but smoothly so that the aircraft rides the waves without the imposition of unacceptable structural
strains. Between these two extremes is a spectrum of wavelengths that cause the aircraft to roll or pitch,
thus also imposing strain upon its structure. \Vhat wavelengths are "short" or "long" may differ con~
sidcrably from one aircraft to another, although it is probable that the longer wavelengths assume increased
importance as speeds increase. It follows that experiences deduced from one aircraft are not directly
applicable to another, particularly when the size, shape and speed are very different. Observation of the
whole power spectrum of atmospheric turbulence independent of the measuring instrument is required
so that aerodynamicists and designers can deduce the effects on any aircraft they design. Such power
spectra have only recently been obtained and are far too restricted in scope at supersonic aircraft altitudes
to give reliable statistics for world-wide operation. It is judged from the turbulence reported by U-2 and
other high~flying aircraft that the effect or turbulence decreases with height above the tropopause without
becoming negligible (Figure 4-1). The U-2 has recently begun to measure eddies up to 4000 metres in
length, covering the range of crucial importance to Mach 3 aircraft. Figure 4-2 from Steiner (1965) shows
eddy wavelength plotted against power spectral density, which can be thought of as turbulence intensity.
This plot shows that the power spectral density at any wavelength is consistently less for CAT than for
cumulus clouds or thunderstorms. The diagram also gives an indication of how the significant turbulenteddy wavelength increases with Mach number.
Both clear-air turbulence (CAT) and turbulence associated with cloud formations will affect the
operation of the SST while flying in the troposphere at subsonic speeds or in the corridor of acceleration
through the transonic phase. At supersonic cruising levels there is mounting evidence of CAT, and there
are isolated but significant penetrations of cumulonimbus clouds through the tropopause to 18 km and
above. Figure 4-3 shows the average monthly tropopause penetrations by thunderstorms for 1961-1964
(Long, Hanks and Beebe, 1965). The high geographical dependence of such penetrations is striking, the
preferred regions and months of occurrence being those of pronounced squall and tornado occurrence.
Figure 4-4 shows the distribution of thunderstorm days per year over the entire Earth. Particularly
striking are the maxima over the equatorial regions of South America, Africa, and the East Indies. Presumably such maxima indicate areas where the occurrence of cumulonimbus close to SST flight-levels is
most probable. The type of turbulence associated with convective-cloud for~ations ought to be more
easily avoided than CAT because the heavy cloud formations should he readily detectable by radar and
from synoptic chart information. It will not, in general, he sufficient for the pilot of the SST simply to
fly over the cloud or around it; turbulence associated with cumulonimbus activity may extend for several
kilometres above and around the clouds. Thus there may be instances when flight plans must be modified
to allow such turbulence to be avoided.
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Flow over mountain ranges has long been recognized as a source of atmospheric perturbations. The
mountain wave evidently extends to great heights, even perhaps to the level of noctilucent clouds (80 km),
where wave formations have been observed. The B-52, U-2 and other subsonic jets have encountered
high-levcl turbulence in the lee cf mcuntain ranges. On 13 May 1964, for cxample, a U-2 pilot rcported
a case of severe CAT near Bishop, California, at 18 kill, apparently in association with mountain-wave
development (U.S. Air Force Report, 1965). As a general rule, clear-air turbulence is encountered in the
vicinity of lllountain ranges InDre frequently than elsewhere. Broad-scalecotlditions conducive to mountain-wave development are well known, and forecasts of turbulence should be issued for all areas affected
by this phenomenon. In daytime, characteristic cloud patterns sometimes give visual evidence of the
mountain wave.
. Shallow layers characterized by rather steep temperature lapse rates sometimes go undetected in
radiosonde runs because of the smoothing-procedure employed in working up temperature-profiles.
Figure 4-5 shows such a layer, in which clear~air turbulence was actually observed.
In addition, present methods of smoothing wind profiles allow sharp variations in wind velocity to go
undetected. The use of a high-sensitivity quasiRrigid "jiu1sphcre" haUoon tracked by high-precision radar
allows wind oscillations to he faithfully recorded. By means of a filtering technique, local, mean wind and
turbulence components can be separated. A typical result (Figure 4-6) shows a large turbulence component
at about 14 kIn, in a layer with a high rate of vertical shear in the mean wind.
The association of turbulence with tropospheric jet-stream activity has been well documented, and
models depicting the regions of high incidence havc been presentcd by Reiter (196",) and other investigators. These lnodels show a relationship between CAT at supersonic levels and the polar-night jet sI;.remn,
particularly in regions of confluence between separate branches of the stream. Such regions of confluence
are Inarked by vertical vector wind shears with winds blowing across isotherms from low to high temperatures. These regions of cold-air advection are associated with sinking n1otions as colder air flows in under
warIner mI'.
Turbulence theory, by which CAT might be related to synoptic features, is not sufficiently well
developed to permit a forecast of turbulence by means of a cOlnputer progran1 based on clynmnic principles
alone. In this respect, prospects for forecasting turbulence are less bright than the prospects for forecasting
sonic boom, temperatures, or winds. A considerable amount of work has been done toward correlating
clearRair turbulence with lapse rates and vertical wind-shears, or with the Richardson number which is
a function of these parameters. CAT location and intensity have also been studied in relation to jet streaI~s,
mountain waves, trough lines, vorticity, horizontal wind-shear, the height and temperature of the tropopause, the thickness of the 500-300-mb layer, and 12-hqur changes in height and temperature at ·the 300-mb
level.
Perhaps the most notable study of this sort is that of Colson (1964) who analysed CAT data collected
during the period 4--9 February 1963. With more than 14 000 pilot reports from all parts of the continental United States, he found the greatest incidence of CAT in areas to the east and north of 300-mb
troughs. This finding conforms with theoretical results (Kao and Hurley, 1962) indicating that areas of
maximum n1ean eddy kinetic energy should be located to the east and north of areas of n1aximum mean
kinetic energy. Colson also found considerable CAT associated with the mountain wave and with strong
vertical wind-shear, low Richardson number (LO.5), strong jet stremns, the presence of a trough, and
strong vorticity. The prognostication of favourable combinations of these indicators leads to successful
forecasts of CAT.
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Detailed studies have also been made by Endlich and Mancuso (1963, 1965). They have prepared
idealized models of turbulent regions occurring in the vicinity of a sharp trough and jet stream (Figure 4~7)
and a sharply curved anticyclonic jet stream (Figure 4-8).
Because only modest success has been achieved from statistical and dynamical forecasts of turbulence,
there has been an effort to develop in-flight equipment capable of sensing parameters that indicate an
approach to regions of CAT. In-flight warnings of approach to areas of turbulence are intended to give
the pilot time to reduce airspeed or take evasive action and thus diminish the effects of turbulence. As
applied to the SST, such indicators are likely to have limited value because at very high speed the period
of time for evasive tactics is very brief. Deceleration from supersonic to subsonic speed might easily
extend over a distance exceeding the width of the turbulent region. In the process, turbulent effects
would not be quickly diminished since the so-called gust-load factor (discussed in the next paragraph)
decreases very slowly with deceleration as long as the speed is supersonic. However, in-flight warning of
impending turbulence would permit notification to passengers and thus provide for their safety. If the
SST is of the sort that requires fuel-transfer to adjust the centre of gravity during deceleration, the in-flight
indicator would have to give three In:inutes ' warning; that is, it would have to be capable of detecting
turbulence 100 miles or more in advance of the aircraft.
The effect of a gust of wind on an aircraft in turbulent air is to increase the total load on the structural
members. This increase is given in terms of the gust-load factor, which is a function of wing loading and
gust velocity. Figure 4-9 shows how the gust-load factor varies with Mach number for two different wing
loadings. From this figure one can see that reduction in air-speed reduces the gust-load factor much more
effectively at subsonic than at supersonic speeds.
Frequent temperature changes, experienced by an SST in moving along a deformed interface between
warm and cold air, may produce CAT-like roughncss (Reitcr, 1964). This effect is explaincd by the dependence of SST drag coefficient upon temperature and angle of attack. Rapid variation in drag coefficient
accompanied by variations in angle of attack due to undulations in air flow ,vould be cx·pericnced as a
rapidly varying lift. Senne evidence for the necessary meteorological conditions is found in detailed analysis
of rawinsonde data for the lower stratosphere, but the possible influen_ce on the SST has yet to be established. Apparently the importance of this type of roughness can be gauged only by extensive flight testing
of the SST at cxpected cruising levels.
The supersonic XB-70 aircraft holds greater promise than the U--2 of providing turbulence data
applicablc to the SST. Turbulence bas been encountered by the XB-70 at altitudes up to 21 km. Invariably, more turbulence has been reported by the XB-70 than by the much smaller B-58 chasc aircraft
flying immediately behind. Thls serves to point up the delicate relation between aircraft parameters and
the environment.
The XB-70 is just now becoming available for CAT research, but the numerous U-2 will continue in
extensive use for this purpose. In the current program many measurements are being made over the
Rocky Mountain and Great Plains areas, particularly under synoptic conditions conducive to mountainwave development.
From the viewpoint of synoptic Ineteorology, we are now in as good a position to study jet streams
in the 15- to 30-km laycr as we wcre to study those in the 6- to 12-km layer twenty years ago. Objective
analyses of heights, winds and temperatures for the entire northern helnisphere at the 100-, 50-, 30-, and
iO-mb levels are being produced daily on an operational basis. These could be used in research on the
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relations between synoptic conditions and CAT reported by the U-2 and other aircraft that routinely go
higher than 15 km. Iu the interest of safety in supersonic flights such a project should be undertaken as
soon as possible.

Conclusions

1. It will be very desirable for the transonic phase of flight to take place in non-turbulent air, SInce
involuntary changes in aircraft attitude should be avoided during this phase. There will therefore be a
requirement to forecast the existence of turbulence in cloud or clear air in the transonic zone. The occasions when turbulence is encountered unexpectedly can he reduced by ensuring that the transonic phase
occurs in a zone clear of cumulonimbus clouds and of severe wind-shear in the vertical or horizontal. The
latter may be forecast by conventional techniques from existing upper-air information (although certainly
a denser network of stations would be helpful). A detailed knowledge of the existence and distribution of
cumulonimbus clouds appears to imply the installation of weather radar. The range over which the information is available will have to extend at least 200 n.mi. from the departure aerodrome. Whether this
can be achieved with a single well-sited and powerful radar set, or whether it requires a network of radar
sets feeding information to a central point, is a matter which should be the subject of careful and urgent
investigation.
2. The two principal goals of further research on CAT forecasting arc: (a) improvement of forecast
accuracy, and (b) reduction of the airspace volume involved in a single turbulence forecast. A program
for forecasting turbulence based entirely on dynamical principles is clearly beyond our reach at the present
time, but forecasts based on synoptic analyses and statistical relationships are now feasible. The synoptic
analysis will reveal areas with values of hydrostatic stability, vertical vector wind-shear, convergence of
jet streams and other factors favourable to turbulence. Current pilot reports of turbulence will be of
great importance.
3. Although several detailed studies of the distribution of clear-air turbulence with respect to macro~
scale meteorological phenomena have been conducted, many more such studies, with emphasis on SST
altitudes, are clearly desirable. Data like those obtained from the U.S. Air Force U-2 and XB-70 CATdata collection progralns certainly facilitate such studies.
4. In the absence of established correlations between meteorological parameters and clear-air turbulence, principal reliance Inay have to be placed upon persistence-type forecasts for the SST. Considering
the short duration of SST flights, this procedure may prove effective, provided that there are sufficient
observations. The mounting of accelerometers on SSTs and the automatic reporting of results to other
SSTs and to ground stations will render an important service to subsequent flights.
5. The rules for reducing rawinsonde data for the stratospheric levels in which the SST will fly may
have to be substantially revised to prevent the loss of information pertinent to the forecasting of turbulence. Present instructions for smoothing of records prior to coding cause the filtering out of information
on thin layers of steep lapse-rate and rapid variation in winds (low Richardson nUlnber).
6. Further research into the detection of clear-air turbulence by air-borne or ground-based
ments should be encouraged.
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CHAPTER V

THE MONITORING OF SOLAR FLARES AND ISSUING OF COSMIC
RADIATION WARNINGS *

Introduction
Flying hetween 18 and 20 km, particularly along polar routes, supersonic aircraft will experience
radiation environments which could be harmful to passengers and more especially to crew members with
large accumulations of flying hours. Solar flares, particularly proton flares, are the principal source of this
potentially dangerous radiation. Thus we are faced with a problem which has caused consi!ferable concern,
hut it has yet to be decided universally whether it is to be regarded as a meteorological problem or at any
rate one which should be handled by Meteorological Services. This is presumably a matter for each country
to decide for itself, but it is as well to remember that the problem exists and is not overlooked because no
particular authority within a State is directly responsible. In the U.S.A., the Environmental Science
Services Administration (ESSA) Space Disturbance Forecast Center, located in Boulder, Colorado, is
already preparing experimental forecasts of flare activity and proton events designed to _help the SST in
evading radiation hazards at flight-level.

Definitions and assumptions
Solar flare. A solar flare appears as a sudden brightening of a plage or a portion of a plage. A plage is
a bright region of ionized gas often overlying a sunspot. Flares are classed in importance from one to
four, depending on their area, with sub-categories based on brightness. They maximize in frequency and
general intensity at the time of sunspot maximum. Recent sunspot maxilna- have been in 1937 (cycle
No. 17), 1946 (cycle No. 18) and 1957-58 (cycle No. 19). Cycle No. 20 is expected to maximize around

1968.
Sola]" proton erent 01' proton shower. These events occur with the more energetic optical flares, usually
with those in the two highest categories, Importance 3 or 4. The more -energetic proton events have been
referred to as solar cosmic rays. A special class of the most energetic events can be detected by groundlevel cosmic-ray counters and neutron monitors.

Besides protons, the proton shower is accompanied by many other types of radiation such as gamm~
rays, alpha particles, electrons, neutrons (produced mainly in the Earth's atmosphere), etc. Two types of
observation, besides those mentioned above, are somewhat crucial in detection of proton even,ts. The
Type 4 radio burst is a massive burst covering a wide range of frequencies. This is generally taken as
evidence that protons have been ejected in great numbers from the sun. Secondly, the polar-cap absorption
(PCA) event is taken as evidence that the protons have entered the ionosphere. During the course of
the PCA, radio waves, either man~made or cosmic, are strongly absorbed owing to the increased ionization
in the polar D-region caused by the incoming protons. For solar cycle 19, Kochanski (1966) has shown
the degree of relationship between sunspot number and frequency of occurrence of PCA events (Figure
5-1). He found that PCA frequency increases fairly regularly with an increase of sunspot number; hut

* Most of this chapter is adapted from R. H. Olson (1966).
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that when sunspot number decreases there are considerable vacillations that suggest periodic recurrences
of activity. The energy range for solar protons of interest to SST operations is 250 MEV and greater.
Not all PCA events are associated with particles in this energy range. On the other hand, not all 250
MEV events will be recorded by a ground-level neutron monitor. In other words, from the standpoint
of SST warnings, a peA type of warning system would give numerous false alarlns, while a conventional neutron detector would miss some events of ilnportance.

Terms commonly used in discussing the effect of radiation

RAD: A rad is an absorbed dose unit and is used to denote the deposition of 100 ergs of lOmzmg
radiation in one gram of absorbing material.
LET: Linear Energy Transfer is a measure of the radiation energy absorbed in air per unit path length.
RBE: Relative Biological Effectiveness is the ratio of the damaging effect of a certain source of
radiation to that of a standard radiation source. The standard radiation source is taken to have an LET
of 3 KEV per micron delivered at a rate of about 10 rad per minute. The RBE is assumed to increase
more or less linearly from 1 to 20 in the range from 3 to 175 KEV per micron. RBE is also dependent
on the type of radiation. Solar protons have an RBE of about 1, while the RBE of neutrons may be
higher by an order of magnitude.

REM: Roentgen Equivalent Man (or rad equivalent man) is the product of multiplying the absorbed dose
in rads by the RBE of the given radiation.
Secondary radiation. In addition to the direct flux of solar particles, there is a secondary particle
source caused by interactions between-the incoming particles and the atlnosphere. It is assumed that at
SST altitudes this secondary flux density is about 10 per cent of the primary proton flux density and they
are often lumped together.

Ellect of aircraft skin. There is a shielding effect due to the skin of an aircraft. However, at SST
cruising level, this shielding is a source of secondary radiation and furthermore slows down the high energy
primary particle just enough for it to be absorbed in a human cell instead of passing through it. In the
absence of quantitative information about the net effect of the shielding material we will assume no
shielding.

Long-range prediction of solar actw~ty. Present estimates of the solar flare hazard are necessarily
based upon data from sunspot cycle 19 which had its maximum in 1957-58. This is the only cycle for
which proton events were thoroughly studied. Ivluch has been Inade of the fact that this particular maximum -had the greatest average sunspot numbers of any known cycle. However, there is no doubt that
reaIIy great sunspot groups 'were more numerous in cycle 18, for instance, than in cycle 19. To predict
the intensity of the next sunspot cycle on the basis of data from the highly variable cycles of the past
few hundred years is somewhat hazardous. Any attempt to forecast the far more variable proton events
on the basis of at most two samples out of the perhaps 10 8 maxima the sun has experienced may seem
ill-advised. However, projected values must be provided for planning purposes.

Permitted dose '·ates.

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has recommended that radiation workers should not he exposed to more than 5 rems per year and not more than
0.3 rems per week. In cases where it is necessary to receive more than 0.3 rems per week, it is advised
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not to exceed 3 rems per 13 weeks. For the general population the yearly permitted dose is 0.5 rems.
The reason for this low figure is that, while for an individual the possibility of an injury at 0.5 rems per
year is negligibly small, when applied to a significant portion of the population this amount of radiation
could produce undesirable genetic mutations (National Bureau of Standards, 1957).
The radiation environment at SST altitudes
The galactic cosmic rays provide a more or less steady background upon which the solar particle
radiation is superimposed. This flux shows little dependence on altitude and also, once we get into the
higher latitudes (above 50-60 0 N), little dependence on latitude. According to a report on radiobiological
aspects of the supersonic transport (Upton, 1965) issued by the International Commission on Radiological
Protection, the dose rates at SST altitudes due to galactic cosmic rays may be estilnated at not more than
2. millirads per hour. Thus, a crew member who flies 500 hours per year at high altitude would receive not
more than one rad (approximately one rem) per year. Assuming that he is to be considered a radiation
worker, this leaves a permissible total of 4 rems to be received from solar flares. For passengers, the nUlnber
of hours flown per year would presumably be so small that the galactic flnx could be ignored.
Figures 5-2 and 5-3, from the ICRP report, show the relatively small latitudinal and height variations
of galactic cosmic ray dosages. In contrast, the flux due to solar particles (Figure 5-3) is shown to increase
rapidly 'with increasing height. Like the galactic cosmic ray flux, this flux is relatively constant poleward
of 50 oN, and in addition, during magnetic storms, the flat portion of the curves tends to extend even
farther equatorward. The greatest danger from a proton flare would be expected if a large proton event
occurred while the Earth was still under the influenco of a magnetic storm, perhaps caused by a previous
event a few days earlier.
M. Haurwitz (1966) has made some calculations of dose rates based on hypothetical flares modelled
after actual events (Flamm and Lingenfelter, 1964; Frier and vVebber, 1963). Her results, applicable to
the 21-km level, are as follows:

(a) First hypothetical event - a large very hard event based on the 12
0.168
Dose per hour due to protons
Dose per hour due to neutrons . .
0.185
Total dose.
0.353
Total for three hours
1.06

November 1960 case
rems
rems
rems per hour
rems

(b) Second hypothetical event - a large moderately hard event based on the 10 May 1959 case
0.05 rems
Dose per hour due to protons
Dose per hour due to neutrons. .
0.05 rems
Total dose.
0.10 rcms per hour
Total dose for three hours

0.30 rems

These estimates may be somewhat too high because an entire three-hour flight would not be at high
latitudes. The danger is sufficiently great, however, that crew members and passengers might be advised
not to fiy again for several weeks after exposure to one of the major flares. For this reason, a descent
to a lower altitude, when a warning of such an event is given, might be prudent. Table 1 gives an indication of the rapid decrease in dose rate with decreasing altitude; it shows how descent from 24 km to 18 km,
if accomplished immediately after the initial warning from the radiation monitor, would greatly reduce
the radiation danger.
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The so-called ground-level events like that of 12 November 1960 are fairly rare, having occurred
just fourteen times since 1949. The moderately hard events such as that of 10 May 1959 are perhaps
twice as frequent. Thus, there may be three to four events per year in the active half of the solar cycle
calling for a descent to lower altitudes. The ICRP estimates that a maximum dosage, of the magnitude
that would be expected only once or twice during an ii-year solar cycle, would amount to 0.5 to 5 rems
during the first hour after the flare (at 24 km) with a gradual decrease in hourly rate during the next
12-48 hours. Since flares tend to come in clusters, a second proton event can occur before the effect of
the first ono has disappeared. As mentioned earlier, the magnetic storm caused by the first event may
be responsible for a considerable enhancement in the radiation dosage produced by the following event.
This tendency of flares to occur in a series might affcct thc scheduling of flight crews. Since SST flights
will be rather brief, crews may ordinarily be scheduled for round trips or for stops en route. However,
a crew experiencing a high dose-rate on any stage of a trip might be replaced by a fresh crew ror the next
stage, while exposed passengers continued their voyage at safe altitudes by subsonic jet.
The expected radiation dosages may be of critical importance considered against the 0.5 rems per
year allow_eel to the general public or the 0.3 rems per week allowed to radiation workers. It would be of
interest to know whether the number of people flying in SSTs win be great enough for a significant genetic
problmn to exist. Extrapolation of the curve shown in Figure 5-4 suggests that the potential SST passenger traffic by the mid~1970s win be numbered in the millions annually so that serious consideration
of genetic hazards is necessary.

The world-wide solar monitoring network
There are two types of observatories that produce data of interest to solar proton. prediction and
monitoring - those which are essentially "co-operative" observatories, and those which we consider
"real-time" observatories. Thc co-operatives provide valuable information, but it may be available only
after a time delay of one or two days. Real-time data are occasionally received from these sources, but
cannot be counted on routinely. The real-time observatories, whieh are set up for rapid dissemination
of their data, generally require financial or manpower support for their activities and access to worldwide systmns for the communication of solar-geophysical data.
In the United States, the station at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, acts as a world-wide data collection and
dissemination ccntre under the International Ursigram and ''\forld Days Service (IUWDS). The Air Force
Solar Forecast Center and the ESSA Space Disturbance Forecast Center, which are both located in Colorado, routinely exchange data. The NASA Manncd Spacccraft Center in Texas is developing a world,vide solar flare n10nitoring system designed to provide real-time data.
Elsewhere in the world, there are InallY observatories already disseminating data on a real-time or
quasi real-time basis. Figure 5-5 shows the world-wide distribution of twenty or so solar optical observatories capable of monitoring and reporting real-time data. Their combined capahility is shown in FigUl'e 5-6.
Solar radio observatories have the advantage that they can operate independently of clouds, so that,
theoretically at least, three observatories spaced judiciously around the world could monitor a given
frequency 24 hours per day. Existing radio telescopes monitor in a number of fixed frequency bands. In
addition, it is desirable to use swept-frequ~ncy radio telescopes to pick up such phenomena as Type
4 bursts, which give evidence of proton expulsion from the sun.
One simple and inexpensive method of monitoring the arrival of solar protons is the high-latitude
riometer. The riometer monitors the opacity of the ionosphere to cosmic radio noise, so that sudden
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changes in electron density associated with proton bombardment of the ionosphere can be detected.
Although the riometer has certain drawbacks it is such an economical device that numerous installations
have been made even in the Arctic and Antarctic, where at present stations in College, Alaska, and Kiruna,
Sweden, operate as part of the real-time network. Forward-scatter very-high-frequency detectors have
certain advantages over riometers, for example in the detection of polar-cap absorption (peA) events.
Ground-based super neutron monitors have been developed with about three times the sensitivity of
older types. In a suitable network, these would be very effective in monitoring events of importance to
the SST (Hatton and Carmichael, 1964).

The Naval Research Lahoratory (NRL) solar radiation satellites and the VELA satellites are providing
real-time data on solar X-rays. More experience is needed to determine how valuable these data will be in
predicting proton events, but they have already demonstrated some utility "as tools for solar prediction.
Summary
At present it appears that, in the case of the supersonic transports currently planned for service, the
normal galactic and solar cosmic radiation will not present any hazard. The problem is very different
for the rare but important outbreaks of cosmic radiation associated with solar flares. These might provide
unacceptably high radiation doses to passengers and particularly to crew members, since several flights
might bc made during a single period of enhanced solar activity. This is particularly true for the higher
cruising altitudes of the Mach 2.7 aircraft but is not negligible for the Mach 2 levels. An element of very
short-period forecasting (10-100 minutes) is available from observations of the sun's disk and the monitoring
of high-energy protons which rea~h ground-level at high geomagnetic latitudes. The very activity itself,
however, is responsible for considerable interference with radio communica tions, so that even if a system
of urgent communication is devised there can be no certainty that the information can be transmitted
to an aircraft in flight. The problem is most severe at high geomagnetic latitudes, as, for example, on
trans-polar flights and at high altitudes; and protection to the passengers and erew will be provided by
descent to lower altitudes where the screening from the atmosphere above is adequate. Descent to flight
altitudes in the region of 12 km (40000 ft) would he necessary. Since reli'lble ...v arnings cannot be expected
to reaeh an aircraft in flight in time, it is intended that a radiation-monitoring instrument shall be carried
which will give audible warning to the crew when the acceptable limit is exceeded. Nevertheless, once an
exceptional event has been recorded, thc effects may bc noticeable at flight altitudc for several hours, and
there is merit in providing a warning in the pre-flight planning stage so that the flight may be cancelled
or programmed at a lower safe altitude, with the pilot alert to a possible warning from the cockpit instrument. Ways of providing this urgent information in time for remedial action require investigation, and
it is not unlikely that, whether or not Meteorological Services accept a responsibility for warnings, the
meteorological cOffirllunications network may be jnvolved.
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Figure 5-1.

Number of peA events as a function of sunspot number {smoothed values} {from Kochanski

1966}
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TABLE I
CASE "A" (LARGE VERY HARD EVENT, LIKE 12 NOVEMBER 1960)
24,000 METERS
DOSE RATE DUE TO PROTONS' 0.42 rem/hr.
DOSE RATE DUE TO NEUTRONS'.Qd1 rem/hr.
TOTAL DOSE RATE
10.76 rem/hr.
IS,oOO METERS
DOSE RATE DUE TO PROTONS' 0.075 rem/hr.
DOSE RATE DUE TO NEUTRONS'0.143rem/hr.
TOTAL DOSE RATE
CASE "B" (VERY LARGE, MOD. HARD

'fable 1. -

10.22 rem/hr.
EVENT, LIKE 10 MAY 1959)

24,000 METERS
TOTAL DOSE RATE'

I 0.17

rem/hr.

IS,OOO METERS
TOTAL DOSE RATE'

I 0,04

rem/hr.

Dose rates of cosmic radiation at 2/j aJl{I 18 kIll following solar proton
events
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CHAPTER VI
STRATOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS

Certain gases and particles fonnd in the stratosphere may affect or be affected by SST operations.
While none of these appears to pose a serious problem, current opinion on the importance of some of
these constituents is presented here.

Ozone
Ozone even in small concentrations is a poisonous gas, and it is thought that concentrations greater
than 0.1 parts per million by volume should not be tolerated within the aircraft for any length of time.
Concentrations of this strength are, of course, normal in the atmosphere at 15-18 km (50 000-60000 ft) and
may reach on occasions ten or even 50 times this strength, while at 21 km (70000 It) a value 100 times the
tolerable limit may be encountered. The distribution of ozone according to altitude and latitude is shown
III Figure 6-1 (London and Prabhakara, 1963).
The manufacturers have long been conscious of this problem, and fortunately ozone is not a difficult
gas to destroy. It is uncertain at present how much ozone will survive the high temperatures of the first
stages of compression within the engine (the air is already con~iderably heated by dynamic processes
before entering the engine at all) from which the cabin air will be taken. It is relatively simple, however,
to provide reducing materials before the air reaches the cabin in order to maintain the cabin concentration
at an acceptably low value. The filters cause an unpopular weight and maintenance penalty, but indications are that they will nevertheless be provided. In this event, with the usual safety factors employed,
there should be no requirement for day~to~day forecasting of ozone concentrations, although further
evidence of the variation with height and horizontal distance would still be valuable.
Hydrometeors
As aircraft speeds increase, even in the subsonic range the effect of impact damage from water dropl.ets,
hail and ice crystals increases on the forward-facing parts of the aircraft. At high subsonic speeds it -is
probable that only hail and raindrops in the high concentrations and sizes associated with heavy rain
can do significant damage, the most vulnerable part being the radome which, because it must be transparent
to short radio waves, is composed of less resistant materials than the remainder of the aircraft. Considerable damage to radomes has been known to occur on high-speed but still subsonic flight through heavy
rain or hail
While a requirement to avoid areas of hail and heavy rain might be met in part by using the airborne
weather radar with which the aircraft will undoubtedly be equipped, there will be a need to know before
take-off the precise location of heavy rain areas and' their expected development and movement. Since
the climb to the transonic acceleration height will normally be accomplished within about 100 n.mi. of
the aerodrome of departure, it seems that the requirement for pre~flight information can best, and perhaps
only, be met by the use of a ground-based weather radar at the aerodrome of departure. The radar to
be used would need to be sufficiently powerful to detect heavy rain at ranges in excess of 100 n. mi. 'using
-a wavelength not SIgnificantly affected by attenuation and capable of giving accurate information on
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location and vertical extent. This probahly implies la-em wavelength radar with large aerials and PPI
and RHI displays. Of equal importance will be the need to get the information on present location and
future movement of rain areas to the pilot within a short time before his departure. The development and
movement of heavy rain areas is such that the requll'ed precision is unlikely to be attainable over periods
much in excess of one hour so that there is a real cOllIIDunication problem to be solved. Implicit in this
also is that radar displays will need to be under continuous surveillance by trained personnel whenever
storms are observed or forecast. It seems very important that early steps should be taken in conjunction
with the operational personnel to solve these information and communication problems.
Hydrometeors will be of even greater concern during the transonic and supersonic phases of flight
than during the subsonic phase. It is as yet uncertain what the miniIllum size of hydrometeor is that can
cause significant damage, not in the catastrophic sense but in contributing to a slow erosion of aircraft
surfaces. It is clear that it will be essential for the aircraft to avoid heavy rain and hail, but the extent to
which it will he advisable to avoid all rain or snow or even all cloud has not yet been clearly defined.
At heights of 6-1Z km (20 000-40 000 ft), of course, in temperate climates large hydrometeors are probably only associated with cumulonimbus clouds, which it is essential to avoid in any case during this
phase of flight because of their associated turbulence. It is fortunate indeed that radar enables us to
determine with accuracy the present location of active cumulonimbus clouds, but it is clear that meteorologists will need to do some further investigations of the way these clouds develop and propagate. An
important aspect which requires further research IS the margin by which detectable storm centres should
be Q-voided. It is known that significant turbulence can be experienced in the clear air in the vicinity of
cumulonimbus clouds and also that precipitation, sometimes in the form of hail, can fall from the overhanging anvil of an active storm cloud into the clear air beneath. What do we mean by the vicinity of
cumulonimbus clouds? Are we concerned with 1 mile, 5 miles or 10 l1liles from the visible cloud or fronl
the detectable radar echo from such clouds? Present information suggests that a 10-Illile margin horizontally and 1.5 to 3 km (5 000 to 10 000 ft) vertically should be used. The whole problem is clearly
more acute in tropical regions both because of the greater vertical extent of storm clouds in those areas
and the greater frequency with which storm clouds occur in some tropical areas.
Because hailstones can grow to substantially greater diameter than raindrops, since water drops
greater than about 5 mm diarlleter break up on falling, there can be no doubt that one of the greatest
hazards to supersonic flight is provided by hail. It is very important, therefore, that the hail shafts associated with cumulonimbus should be avoided. No reliable radar method exists to- distinguish positively
between hail and heavy rain except perhaps from the actual intensity of the echo received. It is reCOlllmended, therefore, that the radar sets to be used should be equipped to give accurate quantitative Ineasure~
ments of echo intensity, corrected for range and beam width, and that investigations should be conducted
at each location to establish a threshold of echo intensity above which the probable existenoe of large
hail can be inferred.
Prohably the greatest hazard to supersonic flight would be the inadvertent penetration of a oumulonimbus cloud at cruising speeds. In temperate climates the penetration of cumuloninlbus to heights of
15 to 18 km (50 000 to 60 000 ft) will clearly be a rare event, but tops to these heigbts have been reported.
In tropical climates the hazard may well be more frequent, but there is very little information available
in all areas on the distrihution of tops when they ocour and the frequency with which they might be expected
to be encount~red in world-wide operations. Radar, even with its limitations in accurately measuring
the height to which an eeho from a cumulonimbus extends, provides a way of assessing the magnitude
of the problem; and it is urged that investigations should be made and reported in coming years. Of
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importance also is an assessment of the temperature variations which may be encountered above and to
the side of such tops, also the turbulence in these areas, since clearly evasive action must be taken, and
it is important to know by what margin a detected top should be missed.
The importance of the problem of cumulonimbus tops has been recognized, and the aircraft will carry
airborne radar to assist in avoidance; but it must be remembered that at the speeds involved very little
time is available to a pilot to recognize the existence of a potential hazard and take avoiding action. A
change of course by 90° which would be necessary to avoid a line of impenetrable cumulonimbus would
take nearly 100 miles to complete. Associated with this problem is the real need for guidance material
for the pilot in the interpretation and use of the displays afforded by airborne weather radar.
Because cumulonimbus tops must be detected at ranges up to 200 n.mi. with equipment which must
inevitably, because of limitations of aerial size, have a considerable vertical beam width, precision in
estimating the actual height of the top will not be great. To avoid making useless detours of tops which
are safely below the aircraft cruising height, the pilot will need to know at least that it is not unreasonable
for the tops to be approaching his height. This implies a need to forecast as accurately as possible the
probable height to which cumulonimbus tops may extend on the route to be flown.
Supersonic flight in thin cirrus will at times be unavoidable, but the fact military aircraft have flown
in cirrus at supersonic speeds without undergoing damage indicates that abrasion by small and relatively
widely-scattered ice crystals is probably unimportant. Ordinary cirrus are not found at SST cruise level
and are so thin that they would be quickly penetrated when encountered during transonic climb.
Nacreous clouds have been reported as low as 20 km, but they are in any case very rare within the
layers up to 30 km in which they occur. These clouds, observed only in winter at high latitudes, are quite
tenuous and are hardly likely to constitute a hazard.
'
A general problem arises with respect to the forecasting of any hydrometeor above 10 km. At tcmp~raw
tures below -40°C, which characterize virtually all of the region in which the SST will fly at supersonic
speeds, radiosonde humidity measurements are reported by few countries and are at best of dubious
accuracy. Until this situation ilnproves, the forecaster will have to inspect the temperature profile for
indications favourable to condensation, but he will obtain little if any assistance from radiosonde measurements of stratospheric waterpvapour content.

Lithometeors

Great clouds of dust particles have been deposited in the stratosphere by occasional violent volcanic
eruptions, for example by Krakatoa in 1883 and Mt. Agung in 1963. At least in the early stages, these
clouds may be dense enough and the particles large enough to present an erosion probleln. In such cases,
a forecast of altitude, extent, and density of the cloud may be desirable during its first one or two circuits
of the globe. Assuming that the forecaster receives occasional visual checks on location and composition
of the cloud and that the cloud passes over regions with a suitable rawinsonde network, conventional
trajectory-forecasting methods should prove satisfactory.
Another type of particle, composed mainly of sulphur (Chagnon and Junge, 1961 ; Junge 1963), is of
passing interest because it appears to have its InaxilTIUm density at the SST cruising leveL Presumably
the compound forms at this level as sulphurous gases frOln the troposphere react with the relatively plentiful
ozone in this region. Its presence accounts for the secondary Inaximum in concentration (0.1 per cubic
centimetre) of large particles (radius greater than 0.1 Il) between 16 and 23 km. This secondary maximum
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is shown in Figure 6-2. "Small" particles (radius less than 0.1 1') are 10-100 times less nUmerous at 18 km
and above than in the troposphere (Junge, 1961). At present, it is not known whether this material undergoes significant day-to~day variations that might he forecast. While there is no indication that it will
present any problmll to the SST either with respect to erosion or reduction of visibility, the possibility
that this substance Inight coat turbine blades has been suggested.

Radioactive particles
Radioactive material naturally present in the stratosphere is not significant as a hazard to SST operations. Furthermore, artificially injected radioactive material is negligible at the present time and will
remaIn so as long as there is a moratoriUlll on the testing of nuclear devices in the atmosphere (Trefry,
1965).

vVhen a major nuclear device explodes in the lower levels, debris is cast up into the stratosphere. The
larger particles at all levels fall out rapidly, and any of the smaller particles which remain in the troposphere are washed out within a fevi' weeks at lllost (Machta, 1963). However, the residence time of the
finer particles in the stratosphere is of the order of one or two years at SST cruising levels and sOlllewhat
longer at higher levels. Figure 6-3 shows how one of the fission products, strontiulll 90, may bccOlne
concentrated ncar the 20-km level (Freely and Bazan, 1965).
Even within the main cloud, the concentration of radioactive materials is greatly reduced by diffu'sion
in the first few weeks following the formation of the cloud. Trajectory forecasts will be particularly important during that period. As with volcanic dust clouds, the primary difficulty will be to obtain basic information on the current extent of debris. In addition, the kind of radio-isotopes comprising the cloud will
have to be taken into account, since decay rates must be considered along with dispersion in forecasting
intensity of radioactivity. lVlaps of the circulation patterns of ,the lower and 111iddle stratosphere are
currently being produced operationally 011 the electronic computer at the National Meteorological Center
of the U.S. Weather Bureau (Finger, ·Woolf and Anderson, 1965). Similar charts arc being produced at
the Free University of Berlin (Sherhag, 1958-1966). These can he used in making trajectory forecasts
for levels up to 32 km. Various computer programs have already been devised to forecast trajectories
of this type.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Knowledge of the SST environment
Fortunately, with impetus gained from the IGY and IQSY programs, existing radiosonde stations
over much of the world have made good progress in extending their ascents into the stratosphere. As a
result much has been learned about the interdiurnal changes and annual cycle in the circulation and
structure of the lower stratosphere. In particular, we know that the day-ta-day changes are generally
slight, but that the annual variation is very substantial.
Tropospheric weather effects rarely penetrate to SST cruising levels. The forecaster provided with
sufficient accurate observations may find it difficult to deviate successfully from a persistence forecast
for the short periods of SST cruising, but this is not to gainsay the critical problems that will arise in
forecasting with precision for the subsonic and transonic zones at each end of the flight. It is to be hoped
that sheer power and advanced automatic navigational aids will enable the SST to negotiate almost any
condition in the lower troposphere. The weather dependence of the SST thus focuses on the transonic
phases where destructive sonic booms might be initiated, and particularly on the ascending transonic
phase where high temperatures can force changes in planned rates of acceleration, climb and fuel consumption.
Certain aspects of SST environment are still relatively unknown. Special investigations into these
are urgently needed to provide the following knowledge:

1. The Inicroscale and mesoscale details of temperature structure and wind perturbations in the
vicinity of the tropopause, or more generally in the transonic region, particularly with regard to the
existence of strong temperature and wind gradients, gravity waves, and sound-wave guides. There will
be a requirement for detailed observations and forecasts of temperature, Wind, precipitation and turbulence
to a radius of about 200 n. mi. from the departure aerodrome and heights ranging from about 1.5 km to
15 km (5 000 ft to 50 000 ft).
2. The characteristics of the air masses of the stratosphere. Discontinuity zones are often detectable
and quite probably separate air masses that differ not only in thermal qualities but also in ozone, moisture
and solid material content.
3. The origin of sudden stratospheric warmings and the nature of associated phenomena, especially
in and around the polar-night jet stream. Accurate temperature forecasts will be needed for the entire
SST flight, although they will be most important for the acceleration phase.
4. The favoured areas, probabilities and predictors for CAT, hydrometeors and lithometeors at SST
level. For each of these, the degree of potential hazard to the SST also remains unknown. There will be
a need to supplement airborne radar observations with accurate forecasts of cumulonimbus tops.
5. The intensity of the sonic hoom generated under specified conditions by a full-sized supersonic
transport flying at full speed.
6. For solar proton events at various levels in the stratosphere, the degree and frequency of the
hazard, the amount of warning time, and intensification by secondary· rays as the aircraft is penetrated.
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Principal observational deficiencies
Often the forecaster has been called upon to provide his services in terra incognita. To prevent this
from happening again on the day that the SST bCCOllICS operational, immediate efforts are needed to
improve instrumentation, install equipment, take observations, and study the results. In a number of
areas the problems are already defined as follows:
1. There is an excessive degree of smoothing of rawinsonde data for the tropopause and stratosphere.
In particular, CAT forecasting is made virtually impossible by smearing of the parameters necessary for
the computation of Richardson numbers and the detection of gravity waves.
2. In many areas of the world the heights reached by rawinsondes and the accuracy of stratospheric
data are grossly inadequate for the needs of the SST. The solution lies in using thermistors with small
solar radiation errors, pressure sensors accurate at great altitudes, and balloons capable of attaining
great heights even in cold air.
3. There is no economical Inethod of measuring upper tropospheric and stratospheric moisture,
information which is useful in the forecasting of cirrus clouds and condensation trails.
4. In the ring of transonic corridors 200 to 400 n.rni. around each major airport the weather at any
time will have to be known in great detail. High-precision radar sets and a cluster of rmvinsonde stations
now appear necessary, but indirect measurements by laser, searchlight, or other means may alleviate
the problem. There is a need for guidance to pilots on the margins by which radar echoes from cumulonimbus should be avoided to keep them clear of turbulence and hail. Further investigation is required
into the quantitative use of echo intensity as a guide to the likelihood of the presence of hail within cumulonimbus clouds.
5. The satellite has great promise for measuring temperature at high levels over the entire globe.
A rough but useful stratospheric sounding will be provided by a radiation sensor now planned for the
NIMBUS B satellite to be launched by early 1968.
6. Sensing equipment on board the SST now seems to be the best means of measuring turbulence
and particle radiation as they actually affect the aircraft and its passengers. Observations on board,
particularly those taken over ocean areas, will bc (}xtremely valuable. Because of their huge volume and
the short period of flight these observations will have to be automatically recorded and transmitted. Alternatively a package containing the observational records for the flight could be turned into the meteorological
office by the pilot.
7. A world-wide network of observatories is needed for instant detection of the arrival of solar
particle radiation in the energy categories important to the SST. Enough stations are needed to guarantee
daytime clear-sky observations at all longitudes.
8. For adequate protection against widespread sonic boom danger special monitors may be needed,
partiyularly at gTound level beneath transonic corridors; that is, the measurement of overpressures may
be the only effective means of evaluating the net effect of the acoustic structure of the atmosphere.

Forecasting for the supersonic transport
With the advent of supersonic flight the aviation forecaster will find that the scope of his activities
has widened to encompass a high layer of the atmosphere having its own circulation characteristics. He
will have to deal with some unfamiliar parameters and place new emphasis upon some of the more familiar
areas. The time-scale for receiving, displaying and processing observations, and for issuing forecasts, will
be greatly cOlnpressed. Without question, heavy reliance will have to be placed upon automatic methods
of handling data as the quantity of information increases simultaneously with demands for continuous
updatiug of highly complex forecasts. It is uot too early to plan for the development and acquisitiou of
the necessary equipment and to ensure the availability of highly capable meteorologists.

GLOSSARY
The amount of time taken by an aircraft to travel from its departure point to its ultimate
destination, measured from the moment the blocks are removed at the place of departure to the
moment they are put into place at the destination.

BLOCK TUIE:

CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE:
CRUISE

Turbulence that occurs in clear air and is not associated with cloud formations.

(perb intr.): To fly at approximately constant speed and altitude, usually at power settings

recommended for maximum range, efficiency, etc.
HYDRO~IETEOR:

Any particle occurring in the free atmosphere which results from condensation or sublimation of atmospheric water vapour (examples: raindrops, snowflakes, fog droplets).

(Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation): A device for producing light by emission of energy stored in a molecular or atomic systcm.

LASER

LITHOM:ETEOR: Any particle of solid matter suspended in the atmosphere, as of smoke, dust, dry haze,
etc., contrasted with hydrometear.
MACH NU~IBER: The ratio of the speed of a body with respect to the surrounding air or other fluid (or
the speed of a flow) to the speed of sound in the medium.
The atmospheric shell between about 50 km and about 80 or 90 km, extending trom the
top of the stratosphere (the stratopause, where the temperature reaches a maximum) to the upper
temperature minimum (the mesopause).

MESOSPHERE:

OVERPRESSURE: Pressure in excess of atmospheric pressure, often induced by a shock-wave emanating
from an aircraft or other object travelling at or above sonic velocity.
PPI (Plan Position Indicator): In radar technology, a cathode-ray indicator. Blips produced by signals
from reflecting objects and transponders are displ~yed in maplike fashion, i.e. shown in plan position.
RADAR (Radio Detection And Ranging): An electronic instrument used for the detection and rangedetermination of distant objects which scatter or reflect radio ene~gy.
RADOl\iE (Radar dome): A dome housing for a radar antenna on an aircraft. The dome material can,
of course, be penetrated by radio waves.
RHI (Range/Height Indicator): See next entry.

RBI SCOPE: An intensity-modulated radar indicator on which echoes are displayed in co-ordinates of
slant range and elevation angle. It provides a simulated vertical cross-section of the atmosphere
along some azimuth from the radar set.
SKILL SCORE: An index of the degree of skill of a forecast, expressed with reference to SOlne standard
such as persistence.
SONIC: Of or pertaining to the speed of sound. Sonic flow is flow at the speed of sound.
SONIC BOOM (sometimes called SONIC BANG): A noise caused by a shock wave that issues from an aircraft
or other object travelling at or above sonic velocity.
SONIC-BOOM OVERPRESSURE:
vehicle.

Overpressure induced by the shock wave emanating from a supersonIC
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The atmospheric shell above the troposphere (q.p.) and below the mesosphere (q.P').
It extends, therefore, from the tropopause (q.P.) through the isothermal layer to near 20 km, through
the layer of increasing temperature to the layer where the temperature gain becomes constant with
height, near 46 to 50 km.

STRATOSPHERE:

SUBSONIC:

Of or pertaining to speeds less than the speed of sound.

SUPERSONIC:

Of or pertaining to speeds greater than the speed of sound.

SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

(SSA): An aircraft, civil or military, capable of flying at a speed greater than the

speed of sound.
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
THRUST:

(SST): An aircraft designed to transport men and material at supersonic speeds.

The forward-directed force developed by an aircraft or other type of engine.

Pertaining to that which occurs within the range of speed in which £low patterns change
from subsonic to supersonic or vice versa, about Mach 0.8 to 1.2, as in transonic flight; to that which
operates within this regime, as in transonic aircraft; or to that which is chm'acterized by transonic
flow or transonic speed, as in transonic region, transonic phase.

TRANSONIC:

TRANSPONDER: A device designed to relay electrical signals which are not necessarily at the same frequency or in the saIne forln as those received. Used in some rawin systems for range-determination.
TROPOPAUSE: The boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere, ideally characterized by an
abrupt change of lapse rate. Its height ranges from 15 to 18 km in the tropics and from 8 to 12 km
in the polar regions. Usually the temperature decreases with height below the tropopause, whereas
above the tropopause the stratospheric temperature either remains constant or increases with height.
TROPOSPHERE: That portion of the atmosphere from the Earth's surface to the tropopause; i.e. the
lowest 10 to 18 km of the atmosphere.
WEATHER RADAR: Any radar set which is suitable for the detection of precipitation or clouds.
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